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Zusammenfassung

Die Shotgun-Metagenomik hat eine noch nie dagewesene Vielfalt von Viren enthüllt,

die Wechselwirkungen mit Organismen aus allen Zweigen des Lebens aufweisen. Somit

veränderte die Metagenomik den Blickwinkel auf Viren: von bloßen Krankheitserregern zu

bedeutenden Akteuren innerhalb des ökologischen Gleichgewichts. Virale Metagenomik

mariner Gewässer offenbarte die lokalen und globalen Auswirkungen von Virus-Wirt-

Interaktionen durch ihren Einfluss auf biogeochemische und ökologische Prozesse. Im

menschlichen Darm ist die Rolle und Bedeutung von Viren hingegen immer nicht ausre-

ichend erforscht. Zwar sind Bakterien und Viren im menschlichen Darm die häufigsten

Organismen, jedoch liegt die Beschreibung der viralen Fraktion weit hinter der Bakterien-

fraktion. Daher war es das Ziel dieser Forschungsarbeit, die bestehende Charakterisierung

des menschlichen Darm-Viroms zu erweitern.

Zuerst analysierte ich Virome von eineiigen Zwillingen, zur Untersuchung, ob die virale

Diversität die bakterielle Diversität im menschlichen Darm widerspiegelt - ein erwartetes

ökologisches Muster, das jedoch nie zuvor bestätigt wurde. Die Analyse belegte ein einzi-

gartiges, von Bakteriophagen dominiertes, menschliches Darmvirom. Durch den Vergleich

Metriken viraler und bakterieller Vielfalt stellte ich fest, dass sich die Vielfalt des Dar-

mmikrobioms innerhalb und zwischen den Probanden in ihren Viromen widerspiegelt.

Darüber hinaus erwiesen sich die Häufigkeit und Vielfalt von Bakterien als Indikator für

die Häufigkeit und Vielfalt des Viroms.

Zweitens wurde ich mit dem Mangel an annotierten Referenzgenomen konfrontiert,

der die Analyse viraler Metagenome beeinträchtigte. Ich durchsuchte öffentliche Daten-

banken nach transposablen Phagen des menschlichen Darms. Transposable Phagen sind

gut beschrieben, da sie Mutationen, genomische Umstrukturierungen und horizontalen

Gentransfer in ihren Wirten verursachen. Dennoch sind nur ein paar Dutzend Genome in

öffentlichen Datenbanken vorhanden. Ich habe aus assemblierte Metagenom-Datenbanken

1.002 qualitativ hochwertige Assemblies von mutmaßlich transposablen Phagen identi-

fiziert. Auf der Grundlage vergleichender Genomik und phylogenetischer Analysen stellte

ich fest, dass transposable Phagen wider Erwarten keine monophyletische Gruppe sind.

Schließlich befasste ich mich mit der Charakterisierung der Assemblies im Hinblick auf das

bisher einzige bekannte Isolat einer transposablen Phagen aus dem menschlichen Darm:

Mushu (NC 047913). Unter Verwendung von Mushu als Referenz und gemäß der tax-

onomischen Klassifizierungsrichtlinien habe ich die Mushu-ähnliche Familie definiert. Sie

umfasst 9 Gattungen und 72 Arten von Phagen, die am horizontalen Gentransfer von

auxiliären Stoffwechselgenen beteiligt sein können.

Diese Arbeit belegte die Korrelation zwischen bakterieller und viraler Vielfalt im men-

schlichen Darm; ein durch Bakteriophagen und nicht eukaryotischen Viren bestimmtes

Muster. Ein wesentliches Hindernis bei der Beantwortung dieser Frage ist die spärliche

Charakterisierung der Mehrzahl der viralen Metagenome. Eine Verbesserung der Charak-

terisierung viraler Komponenten des Mikrobioms ist daher von entscheidender Bedeutung.
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Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden Tausende von transposablen Phagen aus Datenbanken

mit Metagenom-Zusammenstellungen ermittelt. Die gleichen Methoden können auch

angewandt werden, um alle Genome der Familien von Bakteriophagen mit Schwanzstruk-

tur zu finden. Ein solcher Ansatz hat das Potenzial, die Charakterisierung der viralen

Fraktion des menschlichen Darms zu beschleunigen und künftige Untersuchungen über die

Rolle der Phagen beim Aufbau und der Homöostase des Darmmikrobioms zu erleichtern.
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Abstract

Shotgun metagenomics has revealed an unprecedented diversity of viruses maintain-

ing interactions with organisms from all divisions of life. Thus, metagenomics changed

the perspective on viruses: from mere pathogens to significant players within ecological

systems. Viral metagenomics of marine waters revealed the local and global scale impact

of virus-host interactions by their influence on biogeochemical and ecological processes.

In contrast, the description of viruses and their effect on the human gut is still poorly

understood. Bacteria and viruses are the most abundant entities in the human gut, yet

the description of the viral fraction lags behind the bacterial fraction. Thus, the objective

of this research was to expand existing characterizations of the human gut virome.

First, I analyzed viromes from monozygotic twins to determine whether viral diversity

mirrors bacterial diversity in the human gut, an expected ecological pattern but never

before verified. The analysis confirmed a highly unique human gut virome dominated by

bacteriophages. Comparing metrics of viral and bacterial diversity, I observed that gut

microbiome diversity, within and between subjects, is mirrored in their viromes. Moreover,

the abundance and diversity of bacteria proved to be indicative of the abundance and

diversity of the virome.

Second, I faced the lack of annotated reference genomes impeding the analysis of vi-

ral metagenomes. I screened public databases in search of transposable phages from the

human gut. Transposable phages are well-described as agents of mutation, genomic rear-

rangements, and horizontal gene transfer to their hosts. Despite this, only a few dozen

genomes are available in public databases. I identified 1,002 good-quality assemblies

of putative transposable phage in metagenomic assembly databases. Based on compar-

ative genomics and phylogenetic analysis, I found that transposable phages are not a

monophyletic group, contrary to expectations. Finally, I focused on the characterization

of assemblies related to the only human intestine transposable phage isolated to date:

Mushu (NC 047913). Using Mushu as a reference and following the taxonomic classifi-

cation guidelines, I defined the Mushu-like family. It includes 9 genera and 72 species of

phages that may be involved in the horizontal gene transfer of auxiliary metabolic genes.

This work demonstrated the correlation between bacterial and viral diversity in the

human gut; a pattern driven by bacteriophages and not eukaryotic viruses. A major

obstacle in studying the human gut virome is the sparse characterization of most viral

metagenomes. Thus, improving the description of the viral component of the micro-

biome is critical. This work retrieved thousands of transposable phages from databases

of metagenomic assemblies. The same methods can be applied to find genomes related to

all families of tailed bacteriophages. Such an approach has the potential to catalyze the

characterization of the viral fraction of the human gut and facilitate future investigation

on the role of phages in the assembly and homeostasis of the gut microbiome.
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Prologue

Viruses have caused several deadly pandemics throughout human history, the last one:

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) (2019-present). Be-

cause of that, and other historical reasons, viruses are commonly recognized as pathogens.

However, viruses are more than merely pathogens. Viruses are the most abundant biolog-

ical entities on earth, inhabit all kinds of environments, and maintain interactions with

organisms from all divisions of life. Beyond infecting and reproducing, viruses are actors

and builders of the web of life. They play an important role in determining community

structure, modify the metabolism of their hosts, and facilitate gene transfer between and

across species. During my doctorate, by examining viral metagenomes and databases

derived from metagenomic data, I dedicated myself to the study of viruses inhabiting the

human gut.

I organized this thesis as follows. In the first chapter, I introduce four topics that

provide context and concepts to the reader. Chapters two and three, constitute my

original research. Consequently, each chapter provides its motivation and scope, results,

discussion, and methods. Finally, I close this thesis by highlighting the main outcomes of

my research, clarifying my contribution to the field of viral metagenomics, and suggesting

how this research might strength further research on the human gut virome.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Viral metagenomics

Microbial ecology is the study of the interactions of microorganisms with their environ-

ment, each other, and plant and animal species [1]. For almost 300 years, from the first re-

port of microscopic organisms by Leeuwenhoek in 1676 [2] up until the invention of Sanger

automated sequencing [3] and the use of ribosomal RNA genes as molecular markers for

the classification of prokaryotes [4], the study of microorganisms was based entirely on

morphology features, growth, and biochemical profiles. Without the use of genetic-based

approaches, microbial ecology was restricted to the study of culturable microorganisms.

The aforementioned advances paved the way for the development of metagenomics: the

analysis of genomes of all microorganisms present in a specific environment [5]. Metage-

nomics opened the gate to an uncultured world of microbial communities.

Recently, metagenomic studies have moved beyond simply looking at communities

of bacteria, but to other microorganisms as well, including viruses. “Viral Metage-

nomics” focuses on the study of viral genetic material in a particular habitat, with a

‘viral metagenome’ (a virome) being the collection of all viral genomes from a specific

environment. Compared to the size of bacterial genomes (130 Kbp - 13 Mbp) [6, 7] viral

genomes are incredibly small (324 bp - 2 Mbp) [8]. Therefore, the majority of genetic

material that is found in a given sample is of non-viral origin. For this reason, it is often

necessary to physically separate virus-like particles (VLP) from microbial cells to collect

the virome. For solid samples with a high viral density, such as feces, a common approach

is to resuspend the material in an osmotically neutral buffer, followed by several steps of

centrifugation and filtration to remove large particles, including organic debris and larger

microorganisms. Once the VLP are enriched, non-encapsulated free nucleic acids are re-

moved by treatment with DNase and RNase, and DNA and RNA extraction methods can
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then be applied to isolate the variety of genomes that can be found within a viral com-

munity. Finally, as the yield of DNA following extraction of nucleic acids from purified

VLPs is often below the required minimum for sequencing, a step of random amplification

of viral DNA is usually performed [9, 10].

Once virome DNA or RNA is extracted, samples are sequenced with next-generation

sequencing technologies. The resulting data is then used to reconstruct the genomic con-

tent and characterize the community via computational methods. While this is transversal

to all metagenomic studies, the analysis of viromes displays particular challenges and con-

siderations. Virome data is characterized by high proportions of repeat regions within viral

genomes, hypervariable genomic regions associated with host interaction, and high muta-

tion rates, leading to increased metagenomic complexity and strain variation [11, 12, 13].

All these, result in fragmented virome assemblies, which impact the estimation of the

underlying species and functional diversity [14, 15]. Additionally, viruses do not have a

universal gene marker and are also characterized by a mosaic genome composition, with

different genes having different evolutionary histories due to events of horizontal gene

transfer [16, 17].

Two decades of viral metagenomics, since the first metagenomic evaluation of two

marine viral communities [18], have left more than the recognition of the intrinsic chal-

lenges of viral metagenomics. Viral metagenomics has allowed us to uncover the vast

array of genetic diversity found in viral communities. Consequently, the continuous anal-

ysis of viral genomes from a diverse range of biomes has promoted the development of

computational tools and strategies that support their characterization [19]. The impact

of these technologies has been so significant that, together with Metagenomic Assembled

Genomes (MAGs), we now have Uncultivated Viral Genomes (UViGs), which are now of-

ficially recognized by the International Committee for the Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV).

UViGs make up more than 95% of the current diversity in public databases [20]. Clas-

sifying and characterizing them will facilitate taxonomic decomposition and functional

characterization of viromes.

1.2 The human gut virome

The gastrointestinal (GI) tract is one of the most densely populated areas of the human

body, providing a heterogeneous and expansive surface area (> 200 m2) for microbial life

[21]. The human gut is estimated to contain between 30 and 400 trillion micro-organisms

[22]. Although dominated by bacteria and their viruses (bacteriophages or more simply

phages), there are also archaea as well as fungi, other eukaryotes, and their associated

3



viruses. This dense microbial ecosystem has been shown to perform a variety of essential

functions, such as aiding digestion, conditioning our immune system, and protecting us

from pathogens [23, 24].

In many environments phages have been found to outnumber their bacterial hosts

by one order of magnitude [25, 26]. This is not the case in the human gut. Based on

microscopy counts, the cellular fraction of the human gut microbiome appears typically

at 1011 - 1012 cells per gram of feces [22], and VLP are found at an approximately equal

proportion (between 109 to 1012 VLP per gram of feces) [27, 28, 29]. However, the phage-

to-bacteria ratio is not consistent throughout the GI tract. This ratio was observed to

be increased on the mucosal surfaces, not only in humans but across other animal species

[30]. Barr and collaborators proposed the ‘bacteriophage adherence to mucus’ model to

explain this observation, and suggested that phages protect the host mucosa from bacterial

infections and increase the frequency of interaction with their bacterial hosts.

In contrast to non-host-associated ecosystems such as aquatic environments, predator-

prey interactions [25, 31] are not observed in the human gut. Instead, most of the dom-

inant virotypes detected in the gut ecosystem show evidence of a temperate lifestyle as

indicated by the frequency of integrase genes and other genetic features [32]. Temper-

ate phages integrate into their host genome or exist as plasmids within their host cell

for generations (lysogenic cycle) instead of directly killing their hosts (lytic cycle) [33].

Furthermore, both the phages and bacteria of the gut display some common patterns of

diversity across hosts, such as high levels of interpersonal differences and relative stability

over time, meaning low intrapersonal variation [32]. This pattern might be explained due

to shared dietary habits, which drive similarity between microbiomes [34, 35], and also

between viromes [36].

Human gut virome studies are still in a descriptive phase but this has still been a

challenging task. The vast majority of virome reads cannot be annotated functionally

or taxonomically, highlighting the vast level of novel gene content encoded by the vi-

rome. In consequence, most studies have ignored considerable proportions of the data

[37]. Nonetheless, the amount of metagenomic information accumulated has allowed the

creation of databases of metagenomic assemblies, such as the gut virome database [38]

and the gut phage database [39]. Furthermore, key players of the human gut virome have

been revealed; this is perhaps best exemplified by “CrAssphage”, which was detected

using a crossed-assembly strategy, hence its name. Then, it was identified as the most

common phage of the human gut recruiting up to 90% of the reads [40]. Recently, CrAss-

like phages were recognized as a class of bacteriophages that have potentially co-evolved

with humans as they display local, and global clustering patterns [41]. While the role
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of CrAss-like phages -and phages in general- is still unknown, phages of the human gut

are expected to be important players in the assembly of the gut microbiome. In the gut,

phages might modulate the bacterial community through their ability to lyse and kill host

bacteria [42, 30], protect bacteria against the infection of other phages (superinfection ex-

clusion) [43], facilitate gene transfer between strains and species (transduction) [44, 45],

or by exerting an evolutionary pressure over their hosts (phage-bacteria arms race) [46].

All these events are expected to occur in the human gut as they have been observed in

other environments. However, the description of how the sum of these events influences

the assembly and maintenance of the gut microbiome remains an open question.

1.3 Viral taxonomy

The increasing interest in viral metagenomics together with the development of tools

and computational methods to analyze them has revealed an astonishing diversity of

viruses. Typically, the study of any biological entity begins with its description and, if

possible, its classification in relation to other known biological organisms. The Interna-

tional Committee of Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) is charged with the task of developing,

refining, and maintaining a universal virus taxonomy. This task encompasses the clas-

sification of virus species and higher-level taxa according to the genetic and biological

properties of their members [47].

Until recently, the classification of viruses was based on molecular (the type of genetic

material present), epidemiological (factors relating to host type, and transmission, among

others), and morphological (virion type) characteristics. This classification initially cov-

ered family and genus, but then it was expanded into five taxonomic ranks, adding order,

subfamily, and species [47]. Although this traditional classification was useful for study-

ing viruses of epidemiological interest, and for understanding the “microevolution” of

closely related species, the viral diversity discovered through metagenomics promoted the

creation of an expanded classification framework that reflects the distant evolutionary

relationships between viruses and their multiple origins [48, 49, 50]

To comprise the true extent of virus genomic diversity, the ICTV created a taxonomy

of 15 hierarchical ranks that better aligns with the Linnaean taxonomic system [51].

The taxonomy is based on work that used phylogenetic analysis of virus hallmark genes

combined with gene-sharing networks to establish the organization of the global virosphere

[52]. The 15 ranks include eight primary ranks and seven derivative ranks. The primary

ranks include four previously used (order, family, genus, and species) and four new: realm,

kingdom, phylum, and class. All the new ranks are found above the order rank [51].
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The new taxonomic system led to a change that will impact viral metagenomics of the

human gut: the abolition of the order Caudovirales, the most abundant type of phages in

the human gut [37]. The abolished Caudovirales group included all tailed bacteriophages

and divided them into three families according to their morphologies: Myoviridae (phages

with a long contractile tail), Siphoviridae (phages with a long non-contractile tail), and

Podoviridae (phages with a short tail). With the advent of viral metagenomics in the

early 2000s, the sequencing of phage genomes revealed a much higher diversity of tailed

viruses than the one described at the moment. With the continuously increasing number

of genomes, it became apparent that these tree families were not monophyletic [53]. Since

then, several studies have illustrated the paraphyly of Caudovirales [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 8].

After abolishing the order Caudovirales and its families, all underlying taxonomic ranks

are kept in the class Caudoviricetes (Phylum: Uroviricota, Kingdom: Heunggongvirae,

Realm: Duplodnaviria). At the time of writing, the class Caudoviricetes includes 4 orders,

47 families, 98 subfamilies, 1197 genera, and 3601 species.

Viral metagenomics has called for a change in the way that the evolutionary relation-

ships of viruses are described. In response, the ICTV has developed a taxonomy that

is not set in stone and is open to the classification UViGs from sequencing data. The

continuous inclusion of UViGs in the taxonomy will improve the understanding of the

global virosphere.

Note: Given that this change is recent, the second chapter of this thesis does not

reflect the new ICTV taxonomy framework.

1.4 Orthologs Groups of Eukaryotic Viruses and Phages

Viruses are obligate parasites. Thus, all viruses associated with uncultured organisms

are also unculturable. As a consequence, the viral diversity in public databases consisted

only of a couple of thousand viruses that did not present much resemblance to new

viruses sequenced via viral metagenomics [37]. On top of that, it is accepted that viruses

are modular [16], mosaic [17], and have a fast evolutionary rate [59]. These intrinsic

characteristics of viruses further complicate the comparison of the genomic diversity in

the global virosphere, which has been referred to as “the viral dark matter” [60].

Orthologs are defined as genes in different species that have evolved through specia-

tion events only. In contrast, paralogs arise by duplication events [61]. The analysis of

shared orthologs is a key component of comparative genomic studies. In viral genomics,

the analysis of orthologs has helped to overcome the challenges imposed by viral diversity.

This approach has been applied to study the evolutionary relationships among phages,
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allowing not only the reconstruction of phylogenies of particular phages but has also led

to a proposed organization of the global virosphere, which has encouraged the transfor-

mation of the ICTV taxonomy [52]. The identification of orthologous genes serves two key

purposes: delineating the genealogy of genes to investigate the forces and mechanisms of

evolutionary processes, and collating groups of genes with the same biological functions

[61].

A foundational work on the use of orthologs to study the evolution and molecular

repertoire of dsDNA phages reported that the majority of phage genes have no paralogs

in the same genome. It also gave rise to the first database of phage orthologous groups

(POGs) [62]. This work has been continuously expanded and new databases of phage

orthologs have emerged [63, 64]. During my master’s studies, I also aimed to expand

the search of orthologous groups to keep track of the increasing number of complete

viral genomes in public databases. Importantly, I expanded the search to include not

only phages but also eukaryotic viruses. My work resulted in a set of 31,150 ViPhOGs

(Eukaryotic Viruses and Phages Orthologous Groups) [8]. Additionally, it confirmed that

not a single orthologous group is present in all viral genomes but that there are some

evolutionary links between eukaryotic and prokaryotic viruses. For example, between

members of Herpesvirales and some tailed phages of the abolished Siphoviridae family

[65], or between all ssRNA(+) viruses, which presumably co-evolved with their hosts

before they split into eukaryotes [66].

The ViPhOGs database constitutes a “parts list” for all viruses available at the time.

As each ViPhOG is a set of related genes, profile Hidden Markov Models (HMM) can be

built from them. Profile HMMs seem to be the most effective to detect distantly related

organisms, showing a higher precision than BLAST searches in metagenomic datasets,

especially for more divergent viral sequences [67]. Thus, the set of ViPhOGs is a powerful

tool to explore the viral dark matter.
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Chapter 2

The virome of adult monozygotic

twins with concordant or discordant

gut microbiomes

2.1 Motivation

The temporal population dynamics of phages and their hosts is expected to be linked.

Viruses play a key role in the regulation of bacterial populations in aquatic systems,

where oscillations of both phages and their hosts have been described [26, 31, 68, 69].

In the human gut, patterns of predator/prey dynamics between virome and microbiome

are not typical [36, 70, 46, 42]. Nonetheless, the virome and microbiome display common

diversity patterns across hosts, such as high interpersonal differences and relative stability

over time [32].

The degree to which the microbiome drives these common patterns has been difficult to

evaluate due to confounding factors such as host relatedness. By studying the viromes of

monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs, host genetic relatedness can be controlled. Based on beta-

diversity distance metrics, a former member of the Ley lab purified and sequenced VLP

from 21 twin pairs selected due to the low concordance (12 pairs, henceforth microbiome-

discordant twins) or high concordance (9 pairs, henceforth microbiome-concordant twins)

of the cellular fraction of their microbiome (Figure 2.1). The generation of a data set con-

trolled by genetic relatedness resulted in microbiome diversity as the only factor explaining

virome diversity. More details on the sample selection, purification, and sequencing can be

found in the manuscript published together with Shao-Pei and the rest of the collaborators

in 2019 [71].

In this chapter, I present the bioinformatic analysis of the aforementioned viromes
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from microbiome-discordant and microbiome-concordant MZ twins. The results indicate

that microbiome diversity and virome diversity measures are positively associated.

Figure 2.1: Microbiome distance in MZ twins The β-diversity measures of the micro-

biotas of 354 monozygotic twin pairs from a previous study [72] are shown. Each dot represents

the β-diversity of a pair of twins, measured by the weighted UniFrac (x-axis), unweighted UniFrac

(z-axis), and Bray-Curtis (y-axis) β-diversity metrics. The plane is the least squared-fitted plane

Bray-Curtis Weighted UniFrac + Unweighted UniFrac. A subset of twin pairs with concordant

microbiotas (blue) and discordant microbiotas (orange) was chosen from the two edges. Black

dots indicate the samples used for virome and whole fecal metagenome comparison.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Bacterial DNA screening reveals complete bacterial genomes

in viromes

Accurate quality control is essential for metagenomic studies. Biases and problems in

sequencing data might affect further analysis, influencing the community’s diversity and

misleading the hypothesis assessment. Fortunately, methods for the quality control of

metagenomic data are pretty mature, and several programs are available for the detection

and correction of potential problems in data [73]. Nevertheless, there is no established

procedure to deal with bacterial contamination in viromes. While there is not a clear
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explanation of how bacteria might overcome the different filters included in the exper-

imental methods for the purification of viral particles, it is clear that DNA extracted

from VLP preparations carry bacterial DNA [74]. Thus, to accurately capture the viral

diversity patterns, it is essential to assess the presence of bacterial contaminants in the

viral metagenomes.

Here, I analyzed sequences from two separate libraries prepared with the DNA ex-

tracted and amplified from virus-like particles of fecal samples of microbiome-concordant

and microbiome-discordant twins. The human gut microbiota includes a vast diversity

of bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes, and viruses. For simplicity, I will refer to the (genetic

material of the) cellular fraction of the microbiota as the microbiome, i.e. excluding the

virome.

A first sequencing library (“large-insert-size library”) was selected with an average

insert size of 500 bp (34,325,116 paired reads in total; 817, 265±249, 550 paired reads per

sample after quality control; average±std ) and used for de novo assembly of viral contigs.

Smaller fragments with an average insert size of 300bp were purified in a second library

(“small-insert-size library”) and sequenced. I merged the resulting pair-end reads into

25,324,163 quality-filtered longer reads to increase mapping accuracy (602, 956± 595, 444

merged reads per sample) (Appendix .1).

To assess bacterial DNA contamination, I mapped virome reads against a set of 8,163

fully assembled bacterial genomes and evaluated the coverage of each genome in bins of

100 Kb. Genomes with a median coverage greater than 100 were considered contami-

nants. Reads mapping to short regions were considered to be prophages or horizontally

transferred genes and retained (Figure 2.2). Instead, reads mapping to potential contami-

nants were removed from further analyses. In total, 65 bacterial genomes were considered

putative contaminants based on their coverage, with 1%±1.125 reads per sample assigned

to those bacterial genomes. The majority (37/68) belonged to the Firmicutes phylum; at

the species level, Bacteroides dorei, B. vulgatus, Ruminococcus bromii, Faecalibacterium

prausnitzii, B. xylanisolvens, Odoribacter splanchnicus, and B. caecimuris (in that order)

were detectable in at least 50% of the samples. Assuming that the most abundant bacte-

rial species in the microbiome are the most likely sources of contamination, their relative

abundance should correspond with their relative abundance as contaminants. However,

that was not the case (Figure 2.3). Attempting to identify patterns in putative bacte-

rial contamination, I repeated the analysis in 66 samples from five additional publicly

available studies on the human gut virome (Table 2.1). In total, I spotted 148 bacterial

species as contaminants (including the ones from the viromes of MZ twins). Intriguingly,

the species R. bromii, Intestinibacter bartlettii, F. prausnitzii, B. uniformis, Prevotella
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copri, Eubacterium siraeum, B. vulgatus, Romboutsia timonensis, and some others were

identified in at least 3 out of 5 studies (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.2: Bacterial contamination in VLP preparations. Heatmaps of VLP reads

from a single sample (4A) mapping to bacterial genomes. Bacterial genomes are represented

with vertical bars, sorted by length, and split into bins of 100,000 bp. Genomes with a median

coverage greater than 100 were considered contaminants. The color scale to the left shows bin

coverage and the line plot below shows the median bin coverage of each genome.
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Figure 2.3: Bacterial abundance doesn’t explain contamination in viromes.

Cladogram based on the NCBI taxonomy of the 65 genomes identified as contaminants across

all VLP extractions. Right: Spearman rank correlation coefficient (rho) between the abundance

of the bacterial genomes in the VLP extractions and 16S rRNA gene profile from the microbiome.

Left: total abundance of each bacterial genome added across all individuals.
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Study Year Samples (#)

Minot et al. [75] 2013 24

Lim et al. [76] 2015 48

Manrique et al. [77] 2016 4

Shkoporov et al. [78] 2018 7

Fernandez-Orth et al. [79] 2018 7

Table 2.1: Selected human gut virome studies. References, publication year, and

number of samples in each dataset from virome studies that used Illumina as sequencing plat-

form.

Figure 2.4: Common bacterial contaminants in human gut virome studies.

Stacked bar plots showing the number of samples where a bacteria was identified as a contami-

nant. Only bacteria identified in at least 3 out of 6 virome studies are shown.
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By mapping reads of viral metagenomes to an extensive dataset of bacterial genomes

and differentiating putative contaminants from putative prophage regions, it was possible

to deal with bacterial contamination in viromes. The reason for this putative contamina-

tion is unclear and requires further research. But so far, neither taxa relative abundance

nor potential limitations of the experimental procedures provided the evidence to explain

this observation.

2.2.2 Database-dependent and independent characterizations sup-

port viral enrichment in virus-like particles purifications

Viral metagenomics is a powerful tool for discovering uncultured viruses from differ-

ent environments [80, 81]. Nevertheless, viral ecology analyses remain challenging since

viruses do not have a universal molecular marker. Given phages’ immense diversity and

mosaic nature, viral genome assembly is affected, impacting the community profiles used

to study the patterns of diversity in the environment of interest [14]. To overcome this

particular challenge of viromes, I exploited the information in the two metagenomic li-

braries to produce three different layers of information: a functional layer, which is based

on reads and is database-dependent; a virotype layer, independent of contig annotation -a

virotype is an assembled contig that satisfies defined length and coverage thresholds-; and

a taxonomy layer, which consists of the taxonomic annotation of all assembled contigs.

To assess the functional content of the viromes, I annotated the “short-insert-size

library” raw reads using the KEGG annotation of the Integrated Gene Catalog (IGC)

[82]. In line with previous reports [83, 36, 32], the majority of reads (85.43 ± 5.74%)

from the viral metagenomes mapped to genes with unknown function (Figure 2.5). To

further verify that sequences were derived from VLP and differentiated from the micro-

biome, metagenomes from VLP and bulk fecal DNA from 4 additional individuals (2 twin

pairs) were provided. I analyzed these samples exactly as I analyzed the “short-insert-size

library” (Figure 2.1). As expected, the functional profiles of viromes and microbiomes

derived from the same samples were dissimilar. Virome reads that mapped to annotated

genes were enriched in two categories: Genetic Information Process (48.87%± 12.12) and

Nucleotide Metabolism (17.59%± 8.81), compared to 24.31%± 1.28 and 5.47%± 0.4 for

the microbiome, respectively. Most of the functional categories present in the microbiome

were essentially absent from the viromes. Furthermore, the functional annotations of the

viromes showed higher between-sample variability than the ones from microbiomes. Also,

a lower intraclass correlation coefficient (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.5: Viromes are dominated by the unknown. The relative abundance of

KEGG categories in whole fecal metagenomes and viromes, including all hits to IGC genes,

regardless of annotation.

Figure 2.6: Functional annotation of viromes. Heatmap of the relative abundance

of the second level of KEGG categories in whole fecal metagenomes and viromes, excluding

the IGC genes with unknown annotation. The color scale shows the square root transformed

relative abundances. A.V., additional viromes; A.M., additional microbiomes (whole-genome ex-

tractions). Intra-class coefficient (ICC) for A.M. = 0.99; ICC for A.V. = 0.85; ICC microbiome-

concordant twins = 0.69; ICC microbiome-discordant twins = 0.68.

I used the “large-insert-size library” for metagenomic assembly. In total, 107,307

contigs ≥ 500 bp were assembled (max: 79,863 bp, average: 1, 186bp± 1, 741) (Appendix
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.1). To assess the viromes’ structure and composition, I built a matrix of the recruitment

of reads against dereplicated contigs. The recruitment matrix included 14,584 contigs that

were both long ( 1, 300bp) and well covered ( 5X); these are referred to as ”virotypes”.

Analysis of the recruitment matrix showed that each individual harbored a unique set

of virotypes: 3,415 virotypes (23.41%) were present in only one individual, 413 virotypes

(2.83%) were present in at least 50% of the individuals, and only 18 virotypes (0.1%) were

present in all individuals.

To build the taxonomic layer, I attempted to annotate all 66,446 dereplicated and

well-covered contigs, using a voting system approach that exploited the information in

both the assembled contigs and their encoding proteins. On top of the voting system, I

used HMMs to identify the contigs of two viral groups commonly found in the gut virome:

(i) CrAssphages [84, 85] and (ii) the Microviridae family [86]. For CrAssphage, I found

19 contigs: 11 contigs clustered with the original crAssphage, 3 contigs grouped with the

reference Chlamydia phage, and 5 contigs grouped with the reference IAS virus (Figure

2.7). For the Microviridae family, only 11 contigs had a previous taxonomic assignment,

all belonging to the Gokushovirinae. I confirmed these and 23 more as Gokushovirinae,

54 as the candidate subfamily Alpavirinae, and 1 (one) contig as the candidate subfamily

Pichovirinae (Figure 2.8).

After collating the voting system annotation and the HMM annotation, a total of

12,751 contigs (29,62%) were taxonomically assigned. Viromes were dominated by bacte-

riophages with only 6.42% of contigs annotated as eukaryotic viruses. As expected, most

of the contigs (96.98%) were annotated as dsDNA viruses, while only 2.43% of contigs were

ssDNA viruses. Caudovirales was the most abundant order, with its three main families

represented: Myoviridae (20.22%± 4.83), Podoviridae (10.54%± 3.27), and Siphoviridae

(35.25%± 7.19). The crAssphage family constituted on average 13.26%± 12.24% of the

contigs, reaching a maximum contribution of 55.80% in one virome, and Microviridae

represented 3.87%± 2.57 of the viromes. Interestingly, we observed that Phycodnaviridae

exceeded 1% of average abundance (average: 1.77%± 1.12) (Figure 2.9) and that contigs

related to any nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses had a mean relative contribution of

3.99% ± 2.22. The 18 contigs detected in all samples included 10 crAssphages, 1 Mi-

croviridae, 2 annotated as “unclassified Myoviridae”, 2 “unclassified Caudovirales”, and

3 without any annotation. Within a defined taxonomic profile for each sample, we looked

for differences in composition between viromes at all taxonomic levels for microbiome-

concordant and microbiome-discordant twin pairs. There were no significant differences

between groups for any taxa at the order and family levels, including CrAssphages (Figure

2.10).
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Figure 2.7: CrAss-like phages in the human gut virome of MZ twins. Maximum

likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the MCP protein of crAss-like phages found in the 42 MZ

viromes. Reference sequences are in purple, outgroup sequences are in red. The different MCP

proteins found in this work are labeled in black. Circles indicate bootstrap values above 70%.

Scale: Average substitutions per site.
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Figure 2.8: Microviridae members in the human gut virome of MZ twins.

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the VP1 protein of Microviridae phages found in

the 42 MZ viromes. Reference sequences are in purple, outgroup sequences are in red. The

different VP1 proteins found in this work are labeled in black. Circles indicate bootstrap values

above 70%. Scale: Average substitutions per site.
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Figure 2.9: Virome taxonomic composition Comparison of the taxonomic profiles at

the family level for the 21 MZ twin pairs. Microbiome-concordant twins: 1–9; Microbiome-

discordant twins: 10-21.

Figure 2.10: Relative abundance comparison between microbiome-

concordant/discordant twins. Differences of the relative abundances of each viral family

for microbiome-concordant (blue points, n = 9) and microbiome-discordant (orange points, n =

12) twin pairs.

In conclusion, the viral metagenomes of MZ twins presented a functional profile that

differs from the general fecal microbiome -as shown in the functional layer-, are dominated

by bacteriophages -taxonomy layer-, and are highly unique to each individual -virotypes

layer-. Since the data supports that viromes were indeed enriched in VLP, I proceeded

with calculating and comparing viral diversity patterns and bacterial diversity patterns.
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2.2.3 Virome diversity correlates with microbiome diversity

The cellular fraction of the gut microbiota forms a very dense microbial ecosystem (1011

- 1012 cells per gram of feces) [22] in which viruses are found in about equal proportion

(between 109 to 1012 VLP per gram of feces) [28, 29]. Also, the virome and microbiome

display common diversity patterns across hosts, such as high interpersonal differences

and relative stability over time [32]. This observation could be driven by host genetic

relatedness, similar microbiomes, and other shared environmental factors. Here, I aimed

at measuring the variance in human gut viral diversity due to the human gut microbiome.

To control for the host genotype, I employed viral community profiles derived from viromes

of microbiome-concordant and microbiome-discordant MZ twins.

Figure 2.11: Microbiome-concordant twins shared more virotypes. Box plots

showing the distribution of the number of shared virotypes between different groups made from

the 21 MZ co-twins. Upper left: all co-twins vs unrelated individuals. Upper right: microbiome-

discordant co-twins vs unrelated individuals in the same group. Lower left: microbiome-

concordant co-twins vs unrelated individuals in the same group. Lower right: microbiome-

concordant twins vs microbiome-discordant twins. Mann-Whitney’s U test. ”*”: p < 0.05; n.s:

no significant difference.
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First, I tested whether co-twins share more virotypes than unrelated individuals and

found they do not (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.074). Then, I assessed microbiome-

concordant and microbiome-discordant twin pairs separately. I found that microbiome-

concordant twins shared more virotypes than microbiome-discordant twins (Mann-Whitney

U test, p = 0.015) (Figure 2.11). As expected, microbiome-concordant twins did share

more virotypes than unrelated individuals (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.048). However,

that was not the case for microbiome-discordant twins (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.254).

Second, I evaluated the relationship between the virome’s diversity and the micro-

biome’s diversity. I examined virome α-diversity and β-diversity using the community

profiles previously recovered based on the three annotation layers: i) virotypes, ii) taxo-

nomically annotated contigs, and iii) annotated genes from short reads.

Figure 2.12: Virome diversity correlates with microbiome diversity. Correlation

of Shannon α-diversity of viromes to Shannon α-diversity of microbiomes (n = 42). Best-fit

lines with 95% confidence intervals from linear regression are plotted.

The α-diversities of the virome and the microbiome were positively correlated for two

of the three annotation layers (Virotypes: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.406, m =

0.3, p = 0.007, R 2 = 0.165; Taxonomy: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.389, m =

0.25, p = 0.010, R2 = 0.151; Genes: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.105, m = 0.11, p

= 0.506, R2 = 0.01) (Figure 2.12). Then, I used annotated contigs to explore how virome

α-diversity varies across subgroups of viruses. The subgroups were defined according

to the type of viral genetic material (ss or dsDNA) and type of viral host (eukaryotes or

prokaryotes). The results showed that the diversity of eukaryotic viruses does not correlate

with the microbiome diversity. In contrast, bacteriophage diversity positively correlated

with microbiome diversity. Both observations were independent of the genome’s molecule

(ssDNA eukaryotic viruses: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.027, m = 0.034, p = 0.863,
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R2 = 0.000751; ssDNA bacteriophages: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.394, m = 0.35,

p = 0.009, R2 = 0.155; dsDNA eukaryotic viruses: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.143,

m = 0.15, p = 0.368, R2 = 0.020; dsDNA bacteriophages: Pearson correlation coefficient

= 0.400, m = 0.25, p = 0.008, R2 = 0.16) (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13: Bacteriophages drive virome-microbiome diversity correlation

Correlation of the Shannon α-diversity of the virome, calculated from contigs annotated as

ssDNA eukaryotic viruses, ssDNA phages, dsDNA eukaryotic viruses, and dsDNA phages, to

Shannon α-diversity of the microbiome (n = 42). Best-fit lines with 95% confidence intervals

from linear regression are plotted.

Regarding the β-diversity assessment, I observed that concordant twins had lower

virome β-diversity compared to discordant twins using Hellinger distances (Virotypes:
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Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.04; Taxonomy: Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.02; Genes:

Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.32) (Figure 2.14). Finally, I compared the virome and micro-

biome pairwise distances among twins and among all individuals. The pairwise distance

matrices showed a positive correlation between virome and microbiome β-diversity, not

only within twin pairs (Virotypes: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.522, m = 0.188, p

= 0.015, R2 = 0.1508; Taxonomy: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.512, m = 0.186, p

= 0.017, R2 = 0.224; Genes: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.53, m = 0.182, p = 0.012,

R2 = 0.248) but also across all individuals (Virotypes: Pearson correlation coefficient=

0.382, m = 0.167, p = 0.0005, R2 = 0.157; Taxonomy: Pearson correlation coefficient =

0.266, m = 0.140, p = 0.003, R2 = 0.0796; Genes: Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.344,

m = 0.162, p = 0.0009, R2 = 0.123) (Figure 2.15). These results show that regardless

of genetic relatedness between hosts, individuals with more similar microbiomes harbor

more similar viromes.

Figure 2.14: Virome β-diversity patterns mirror microbiome β-diversity in

MZ twins. Boxplots show the distribution of Hellinger distances for microbiomes and viromes,

according to the three different layers of information recovered (virotypes, genes, and taxonomy),

for microbiome-concordant twins (solid blue, n = 9), microbiome-discordant twins (solid orange,

n = 12), unrelated samples within the microbiome-concordant twins (blue outline, n = 144),

and unrelated samples within the microbiome-discordant co-twins (orange outline, n = 264).

Significant differences between means are denoted with different letters.
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Figure 2.15: Virome β-diversity correlates with microbiome β-diversity Corre-

lation between virome β-diversity and microbiome β-diversity (n=840) according to the three

different layers of information recovered (virotypes, genes, and taxonomy). Lines describe lin-

ear regressions of pairwise distances among all individuals. Triangles indicate microbiome-

concordant twins and squares indicate microbiome-discordant twins.

This work shows that gut microbiome richness and diversity correlate to virome rich-

ness and diversity. The mechanisms underlying this association remain to be resolved for

the human gut. This relationship may be beneficial to consider when designing future

studies on the human gut virome. For instance, the diversity of the reference microbiome

may be meaningful for balancing between groups before assessing viromes’ diversity.

2.3 Discusion

2.3.1 Putative contaminants are common in viromes

The analysis of viromes from microbiome-concordant and microbiome-discordant MZ

twins showed that despite the high variation in the gut viromes between individuals, and

regardless of host relatedness, the more dissimilar their microbiomes, the more dissimilar

their viromes. By analyzing viromes from MZ twins, the gut microbiome was the single

variable determining virome diversity. An important step in viromics is to ensure the qual-

ity of the VLP purifications and remove potential bacterial contaminants. Even though

only a few reads mapped to putative contaminants, I was able to identify some taxa as

putative contaminants. Bacterial contamination is a common issue in viral metagenomes.

Zolfo and collaborators found that bacterial contamination is intrinsic to nearly all pub-

licly available virome datasets, is independent of the VLP purification method, and varies

between samples within the same study [87]. In addition, Roux et al. analyzed viromes
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from various environments and identified 16S rRNA sequences within all human intestinal

viromes. In contrast, only aquatic viromes lacked 16S rRNA sequences; suggesting that

contamination could be related to the difficulty in purifying viral particles from complex

matrices such as fecal samples. However, the identification of cellular DNA in viruses

from several aquatic environments supports that contamination is not the only cause of

microbial sequences in viromes [74]. Consistent with this observation, I found that puta-

tive contaminants in the virome of the MZ twins were not the most abundant members

of their microbiome. In addition, I identified certain bacterial species as putative con-

taminants in unrelated studies of the human gut virome. While the exact reason for the

high coverage of particular bacterial genomes with virome reads is still unclear, possible

explanations are: vesicle production [88], transducing phages [89, 90], and gene transfer

agents [91, 92].

Ensuring the remotion of possible sources of contamination is a mandatory step in

metagenome analysis. This work and the discussed references constitute a call not to

avoid bacterial contamination assessment in viral metagenomes. Further investigation of

horizontal gene transfer mediated by any of the mentioned mechanisms and the charac-

terization of bacterial mobilomes may help shed light on this question. Particularly for

the taxa identified as putative contaminants in unrelated studies.

2.3.2 HMMs are promising tools for viromes’ characterization

After the quality control assessment and the dedicated removal of putative bacterial

contaminants, I characterized the virome of MZ twins. In general, the composition of the

viromes described here was similar to what has been previously reported for adult fecal

viromes: viromes are highly unique to each individual, are dominated by bacteriophages,

and their functional profile is dominated by the unknown [36, 75, 32].

From the annotated fraction of the virome, the order Caudovirales and its families

Siphoviridae, Myoviridae, and Podoviridae, along with CrAssphage, were the dominant

phages in all samples. However, the Caudovirales order and its families were recently

abolished after the introduction of the new virus taxonomy [51]. This change will help to

address better the genetic diversity of tailed phages by increasing the achievable resolution

of the human gut virome taxonomic profile. Besides tailed phages, I also recovered contigs

of Microviridae, a family of ssDNA phages, and contigs that map to Phycodnaviridae, a

family of nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses that infect marine or freshwater algae.

While the formers are conspicuous members of the human gut virome [9, 93], the latter

are not. Nonetheless, they have been increasingly reported as members of the human gut

[94, 95, 96, 97].
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To increase the proportion of annotated contigs, I used HMMs. Because each type of

virus of interest requires its own HMM, and the families Podo-, Myo-, and Siphoviridae

are not monophyletic groups [53], I applied this method to two groups of interest in the

human gut: CrAssphages and Microviridae. When applied to crAssphages, the HMM

retrieved only 9 different crAssphages (according to their MCP). Regardless, these few

crAssphages accounted for more than half of the reads in one virome. In fact, CrAssphage

is the most abundant viral group of the human gut [98]. CrAssphages, recognized since

2021 as the order Crassvirales, are a group of widespread human gut viruses that may have

coevolved with humans. Furthermore, its phylogeography clusters within countries, cities,

and individuals [41]. This explains why despite the high diversity and uniqueness of each

virome described here, I found 10 crAssphages present in all samples. I also used HHMs to

identify contigs of the familyMicroviridae. I confirmed the presence of diverse members of

the subfamily Gokushovirinae and the proposed subfamily Alpavirinae. Although there is

evidence that described Alpavirinae genomes constitute a third group of the Microviridae

family [99, 100], they correspond to prophages, which are difficult to integrate into the

viral taxonomy as they are difficult to isolate.

Using HMMs to annotate viral contigs proved to be a successful method in identifying

contigs of interest. Several databases of HMMs of viral orthologs are currently available

[63, 8, 64]. However, none of the databases provide a set of taxonomic markers, mak-

ing them difficult to use for high-throughput characterization of viromes. Recently, viral

taxonomy has changed to better address viral diversity [51]. In particular, tailed bacterio-

phages are no longer grouped into the Myoviridae, Podoviridae, and Siphoviridae families

[53]. Instead, several orders and families have been defined under the class Caudoviricetes.

Contigs generated from the de novo assembly are often very fragmented and rarely

longer than a few kilobases [101]. For this reason, I adopted a “multiple-layer annotation”

to characterize the viromes. The functional characterization based on short reads allowed

me to differentiate viromes from bulk fecal extractions. The definition of virotypes al-

lowed me to recognize viruses shared between subjects. Finally, I retrieved the taxonomic

annotation of contigs, which highlighted the predominance of tailed bacteriophages in the

human gut. Furthermore, HMMs succeed in retrieving contigs that belong to crAssphage

or Microviridae. The definition of new taxonomic groups and reference genomes may

facilitate the identification of characteristic HMMs for different taxonomic groups and

improve the resolution at which a virome can be characterized.
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2.3.3 Virome diversity reflects microbiome diversity

Twins, like other siblings, generally have more similar gut microbiomes than unrelated

individuals [102, 103, 104, 105]. Nonetheless, within a population of MZ twin pairs, the

range of within-twin pair differences in microbiomes can be as great as for DZ twins [72].

I analyzed the viromes of microbiome-concordant and microbiome-discordant MZ twins.

The results showed that despite the high variation in gut viromes between individuals, and

regardless of host relatedness, the more dissimilar the microbiomes, the more dissimilar

the viromes. Notably, the bacteriophage component of the virome drove this pattern.

Previous studies of the viromes of infant twin pairs showed that the viromes of twins

were more similar than those of unrelated individuals, suggesting that shared host geno-

type and/or environment are key [76, 106]. In contrast, an earlier study of the virome of

adult twins showed that adult twins did not have more similar viromes than unrelated

individuals [32]. In light of my results, this was likely a power issue. Indeed, I observed

that regardless of whether twins were concordant or discordant for their microbiomes, MZ

twins had more similar viromes (virotypes and taxonomy) than unrelated individuals. In

addition, regardless of genetic relatedness between hosts, individuals with more similar

microbiomes harbored more similar viromes.

The previously reported higher virome similarity in infants compared to adult twins

has been related to the fact that infants might have a greater shared environment com-

pared to adults [76], particularly in terms of diet. Minot et al., have also shown that

individuals on the same diet have more similar gut viromes than individuals on dissimilar

diets [36]. Diet is a strong driver of daily microbiome fluctuation [107, 35, 108]. Thus,

the effect of diet on the virome might be mediated by the microbiome. Unfortunately, the

dataset I had access to did not include a control for diet. Accordingly, the microbiome

discordance observed could be due to twins eating differently around the time of sam-

pling. Regardless of what underlies the variance in microbiome diversity, virome diversity

is strongly associated with it.

The relationship between virome and microbiome richness has not been addressed

directly in adults before. I found that the α-diversities of the microbiome and virome were

positively correlated for two of the three layers of information describing virome diversity.

Specifically, this pattern was observed for virotypes and taxonomy but not for genes. Since

virome genes were specifically enriched in two categories, namely “genetic information

processing” and “nucleotide metabolism”, I would not expect differences in the diversity

of virome genes between subjects. The taxonomic annotation layer showed that mainly

bacteriophages and not eukaryotic viruses were driving this α-diversity correlation pattern.

The positive relationship between virome and microbiome α-diversity suggests that
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greater availability of hosts results in a greater diversity of viruses. Nevertheless, it is

unclear if the virome drives the microbiome diversification or the other way around. Lon-

gitudinal studies combining the collection of both virome and microbiome, together with

a better understanding of phage-host interactions, and increased availability of charac-

terized reference viral genomes, would help interpret the patterns observed in the human

gut virome.

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Assessment of Bacterial Contamination

A set of 8,163 finished bacterial genomes was retrieved from the NCBI FTP on 21

February 2017. Reads per sample were mapped against this bacterial genomes dataset

using Bowtie2 v.2.2.8 [109] with the following parameters: –local –maxins 800 -k=3.

Genome coverage per base was calculated considering only reads with a mapping quality

above 20 using view and depth Samtools commands v.1.5 [110]. Next, genome coverage

was averaged for 100Kbp bins. We observed that evenly covered genomes had a median

bin coverage of at least 100; those genomes with a median bin coverage greater than 100

were considered as contaminants. The reads mapping to those genomes were removed.

Bacterial genomes can have one or more prophage(s) in their genomes [111]; bursting

events of those prophages can occur, generating several VLPs. As a conservative measure

to avoid the loss of reads originating from prophages and not the bacterial genome per

se, bins with a coverage over three standard deviations of the bacterial mean coverage

were also identified and catalogued as prophages-like regions. Reads mapping to potential

contaminant genomes were tagged as “contaminants” and removed from further analysis

while reads mapping to high coverage bins were tagged as “possible prophages”.

A matrix of the abundance of each potential contaminant per sample was built using

an in-house Python script and normalized by RPKM. In parallel, from Goodrich et al.

data [72], the relative abundance of each OTU was recovered and summarized at the

species level using summarize taxa.py qiime script. The Spearman rank order correlation

between relative abundances of contaminants and their corresponding 16S rRNAs data

was calculated for species in both sets.

2.4.2 Functional profiles

The joined and trimmed reads from the “short-insert-size library” were mapped onto

IGC, an integrated catalog of reference genes in the human gut microbiome [82] by
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BLASTX using DIAMOND v.0.7.5 [112] with maximum e-value cutoff 0.001, and maxi-

mum number of target sequences to report set to 25.

After the mapping onto IGC, an abundance matrix was generated using an in-house

Python script. The matrix was then annotated according to the KEGG annotation of each

gene provided by IGC. The annotated abundance matrix was rarefied (subsampling with-

out replacement) to 2,000,000 read hits per sample. The KEGG functional profile was then

generated using QIIME 1.9 [113] using the command summarize taxa through plots.py.

The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of the functional profiles for each group (additional

microbiomes, additional viromes, viromes of microbiome-concordant samples and viromes

of microbiome-discordant samples) was calculated using the Psych R package.

2.4.3 De-novo assembly

Reads from the “large-insert-size library” that remain paired (forward and reverse) af-

ter the trimming step were assembled using the Integrated metagenomic assembly pipeline

for short reads (InteMAP) [114] with insert size 325bp± 100. Each sample was assembled

separately. After the first run of assembly, all clean reads were mapped to the assembled

contigs using Bowtie2 v.2.2.8 [109] with the following parameters: –local –maxins 800.

The pairs of reads that aligned concordantly at least once were then submitted for the

second run of assembly by InteMAP. Contigs larger than 500 bp from all samples were

pooled together and compared all vs all, using an in-house Perl script. From this analysis,

it was possible to identify potential circular genomes, and to dereplicate contigs that were

contained in over 90% of their length within another contig.

The recruitment of reads to the dereplicated metagenomic assemblies was used to build

an abundance matrix, applying a filter of coverage and length as recommended in Roux

et al. [74]. Reads (not tagged as contaminants in the previous step) were mapped to

dereplicated contigs using Rsubread v.1.28.0 [115]. Mapping outputs were parsed using

an in-house Python script into an abundance matrix that was normalized by reads per

kilobase of contig length per million sequenced reads per sample (RPKM) and transformed

to Log10(x+ 1), x being the normalized abundance. Contigs with a normalized coverage

bellow 5X were excluded. Finally, a filter on contig length was applied to obtain virotypes.

A length threshold was chosen as the elbow of the decay curve generated when plotting

the number of contigs as a function of length, which occurred at a length of 1,300 bp.
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2.4.4 HMM annotation

Independent HMM-profiles were built to identify crAss-like contigs and Microviridae

contigs. To build the HMM-crAsslike profile, sequences for the Major Capsid Protein

(MCP) of the proposed crAss-like family [85] were retrieved from ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/

pub/yutinn/crassphage_2017/. Multiple sequence alignments (MSA) were done using

MUSCLE v.3.8.31 [116] and inspected using UGENE v.1.31.0 [117]; positions with more

than 30% of gaps were removed. Finally, the HMM-crAsslike profile was built using

hmmbuild from the HMMER package v.3.1b2 (hmmer.org) [118]. For the Microviridae

case, all HMM-profiles for the viral protein 1 (VP1) developed by Alves et al. [119]

were adopted. Predicted proteins of the assembled contigs were queried for matching the

HMM-profiles using hmmsearch [118]. Matching proteins with an e-value below 1X10−5

were considered as true homologs but only proteins between the size rank of the reference

proteins (crAsslike MCP: 450-510 residues; Microviridae: 450-800 residues), a coverage of

at least 50% and a percentage of identity of at least 40% to at least one reference sequence

were used for further analysis. Coverage and identity percentages were determined with

a BLASTp search of the true homologues against the reference sequences. True homo-

logues passing the filters mentioned above were used in phylogenetic analysis. Reference

and homologous sequences were aligned using MUSCLE v.3.8.31 [116]and sites with at

least 30% of gaps were removed using UGENE v.1.31.0 [117]. A maximum-likelihood phy-

logenetic analysis was done using RAxML v.8.2.4 [120], the best model of evolution was

obtained with prottest v.3.4.2 [121] and support for nodes in the ML trees were obtained

by bootstrap with 100 pseudoreplicates.

2.4.5 Taxonomic profiles

To infer the taxonomic affiliation of the assembled VLPs, genes were predicted from

all assembled contigs larger than 500 bp using GeneMarkS v.4.32 [122]. The amino acid

sequence of the predicted genes was then used in a BLASTp search against the NR NCBI

viral database using DIAMOND v.0.7.5 [112] with maximum e-value cutoff 0.001 and a

maximum number of target sequences to report set to 25. Using the BLASTp results,

the taxonomy of each gene was assigned by the lowest-common-ancestor algorithm in

MEtaGenome ANalyzer (MEGAN5) v.5.11.3 [123] with the following parameters: Min

Support: 1, Min Score: 40.0, Max Expected: 0.01, Top Percent: 10.0, Min-Complexity

filter: 0.44. Independently, the taxonomy annotation of each contig was obtained using

CENTRIFUGE v.1.0.4 [124] against the NT NCBI viral genomes database. The final

taxonomic annotation of each contig was then assigned using a voting system where the
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taxonomic annotation of each protein and the CENTRIFUGE annotation of the contig

were considered as votes. With all the possible votes for a contig, an N-ary tree was

built and the weight of each node was the number of votes including that node. The

taxonomic annotation of a contig will be the result of traversing the tree passing through

the heaviest nodes with one consideration: if all children-nodes of a node have the same

weight the traversing must be stopped. The taxonomic profile was considered as a subset

of the recruitment matrix containing all contigs annotated either by the voting system or

annotated through the HMM profiles.

2.4.6 Diversity indexes

The Shannon diversity index within-samples (α-diversity) and the Hellinger distance

within twin pairs (β-diversity) were calculated using diversity and vegdist functions of

Vegan R package for all three abundance matrices generated (function, taxonomy and

read recruitment matrices). Correlations between virome α-diversity and microbiome α-

diversity were measured using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Correlations between

viromes β-diversity and the microbiomes β-diversity were computed with a the Mantel test

using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Additionally, the β-diversity between concordant

MZ co-twins was compared to the β-diversity between discordant MZ co-twins; p-values

were calculated using a Mann-Whitney U test.
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Chapter 3

An expanded diversity of

transposable phages

3.1 Motivation

Annotated and characterized viruses constitute a small fraction of sequences stored

in public databases. In contrast, UViGs make up more than 95% of the current diver-

sity in public databases [20]. Characterized viruses do not have much resemblance to

metagenomic assemblies [29], thus, the release of new viral metagenomes and UViGs is

not translated into a better description of the viral community of interest. I decided to

address this limitation by examining databases of metagenomic assemblies in the search

for transposable phages.

As I showed in chapter 2, putative contaminants are common in viromes. Particu-

larly, in viromes from complex matrices and high microbial diversity like the human gut

[74]. Additionally, my results underscored how taxa relative abundance or limitations of

the experimental procedures do not account for bacterial contamination in human gut vi-

romes. One factor that might contribute to the detection of bacterial sequences in viromes

is generalized transduction, i.e, the transfer of random fragments of the host’s genomic

DNA by phages from an infected bacterium to another [125]. Transposable phages are

generalized transducing phages [126] and could be contributing to the transfer of bacterial

DNA to viromes. Nevertheless, their known diversity is reduced to a few genomes [127]

In this chapter, I used comparative genomics and remote homologous searches to

uncover the diversity of transposable phages in databases of UViGs. I characterized

their genomic diversity based on phylogenetic analyses and delineated the first family of

transposable phages of the human gut.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Transposable phages are found by thousands in databases

of metagenomic assemblies

Transposable phages, proposed family Saltoviridae [127], are dsDNA phages capable of

generalized transduction, the transfer of any portion of the infected bacterium’s DNA to

another bacterium [126]. Additionally, transposable phages replicate their genome using

replicative transposition, which leads to mutations and genomic rearrangements of their

host’s genome [128]. Despite their potential role in the evolution of their hosts and the

impact that transposable phages have had on genetics and genetic engineering [129], the

number of complete genomes of transposable phages is limited to a few dozen. The latest

genomic analysis compared 26 complete genomes of transposable phages available at the

time [127]. Although those 26 phages only infect members of α, β, and γ-proteobacteria,

studies based on predicted prophages extended the predicted host range of transposable

phages to the classes δ- and ϵ-proteobacteria [130], and the phylum Firmicutes [89]. Given

the importance of transposable phages, their suspected widespread nature, and the lack of

sequenced genomes, here, I searched for new instances of complete genomes of transposable

phages in databases of metagenomic assemblies.

The only complete genome sequence of a transposable phage infecting a Firmicutes

is the one of Mushu phage (Genbank accession: MG711460.1 infecting Faecalibacterium

prausnitzii) [131]. I used Mushu’s genome as the query of a tblastx against all phages in

NCBI’s nucleotide collection and combined the best 100 hit genomes with the 26 genomes

previously analyzed by Hulo and collaborators. To remove the probable redundancy

inserted when both datasets were combined, I dereplicated the set of genomes at the

species level: 95% average nucleotide identity (ANI). A total of 77 different genomes were

further analyzed (Apendix .2).

To determine whether a genome was or not a transposable phage, the annotation and

genomic organization of each genome were examined. For this purpose, I integrated the

annotation provided in the GenBank files with protein annotations from eggNOG-Mapper

[132] and ViPhOGs [8]. Working with these three sources of information (GenBank,

eggNOG-Mapper, and ViPhOGs) I curated the annotation of proteins that share the

same ViPhOG assignation, which facilitated the selection of transposable phage genomes

as it significantly reduced the number of hypothetical proteins in the genomes (Mann-

Whitney U test, p = 0.00011). A set of conserved genomic features is already defined for

transposable phages. They correspond to proteins involved in replicative transposition,

as well as proteins involved in the head, neck formation, and headful package mechanism
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[127, 133]. I checked genomes to have those conserved features among their annotated

proteins to select them as transposable phages. I identified 60 genomes. These trans-

posable phages grouped into 25 genera according to their genomic identities, representing

a small expansion compared to the last review by Hulo and collaborators (26 genomes;

14 genera; 25 species) [127]. The genome size of all transposable phages stored at NCBI

ranged between 24,971 and 46,148 (median: 37,297, IQR: 36,696 - 38,301), and their mean

gene density was 1.46 genes/kb ± 0.10. Regarding the phages’ host, 58 out of 60 trans-

posable phages infect members of Proteobacteria (α-proteobacteria: 5, β-proteobacteria:

3, and γ-proteobacteria: 50). Only Mushu and Bal-Mu infect members of Firmicutes:

Faecalibacterium and Bacillus, respectively (Appendix .2). These results suggest that the

thriving diversity predicted by the analysis of prophages back in 2013 [89] still awaits to

be isolated.

To exploit public metagenomic datasets in search of novel diversity of transposable

phages, first, I established a set of marker-ViPhOGs of transposable phages and then,

used those markers to explore two comprehensive databases of viral metagenomic assem-

blies, IMG/VR [134] and GPD [39]. As expected, the conserved proteins of transposable

phages had at least one ViPhOG assigned to them. In the case of the portal protein,

virion morphogenesis protein, GemA, and adapter protein from all NCBI transposable

phages, each had only one ViPhOG assigned to them. That was not the case for the

transposase A, transposase B, and minor head protein, where each protein had at least

three ViPhOGs assigned to them, highlighting the modularity of phages. In addition to

the known conserved proteins the major head protein, protease(I), and Mor were added

to the list of marker-ViPhOGs since their prevalence across all NCBI transposable phages

was high. In total, I used 22 marker-ViPhOGs associated with 10 conserved genomic fea-

tures of transposable phages (Table 3.1) to screen IMG/VR [134] and GPD [39] databases.

After searching target proteins for the marker ViPhOGs throughout the predicted coding

sequences of metagenomic assemblies, 1,997 metagenomic assemblies coded for 6 out of

10 genomic features of transposable phages and were further analyzed. I re-annotated all

candidates using Multiphate [135] for gene calling, and eggNOG-mapper and ViPhOGs

for function annotation. Based on the re-annotation, I identified 4 additional ViPhOGs

for transposase A (ids: 17094, 27076, 588, 6997), and 4 additional ViPhOGs for trans-

posase B (ids: 30042, 16145, 19833, 289). After checking for the presence/absence of

marker-ViPhOGs, I kept 1,002 genomes having marker-ViPhOGs for at least 8 out of 10

conserved features. These will be referred to as putative transposable phages.

The set of putative transposable phages outreaches the diversity of transposable phages

stored in NCBI. According to their genome identity, the set of putative transposable
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phages extends to 765 species and 440 genera. According to the information on the

assemblies’ quality, 589 genomes were high-quality assemblies (> 90% complete) while the

other 413 assemblies were considered “genome-fragments” (< 90% complete). The genome

size (median: 36,691 bp, IQR: 31,821 - 40,929) and the mean gene density (1.46 genes/kb

± 0.12) of the putative transposable phages did not differ from the values found for the

set of transposable phages stored in NCBI (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.08, p = 0.32,

respectively) supporting the validity of the putative transposable phages. According to

the isolation source, putative transposable phages are widespread in nature. they can be

found in free-living environments, from aquatic to terrestrial habitats, and host-associated

environments, including plants and animal digestive systems. Finally, regarding the host

range, putative transposable phages include instances infecting bacteria belonging to at

least three phyla: Proteobacteria (α-, β-, γ-, δ-, and ϵ-proteobacteria), Deinococcus-

Thermus (Thermus), and Firmicutes (Agathobaculum, Faecalibacterium, Intestinimonas,

Clostridium, Hungatella, Roseburia, and Eubacterium) (Appendix .3).

Starting with the identification of marker ViPhOGs in complete genomes of transpos-

able phages stored in NCBI, I was able to identify more than a thousand new instances

of transposable phages in databases of metagenomic assemblies. This set of putative

transposable phages not only exceeds the number of genomes stored in NCBI but also

constitutes a tangible set of genomes that represents the thriving diversity and widespread

nature of transposable phages predicted a decade ago from the analysis of prophage se-

quences.

3.2.2 Transposable phages do not constitute a monophyletic

group

Previously, it was suggested that transposable phages should be grouped into a single

family, Saltoviridae, and split its members into two subfamilies, Myosaltovirinae and

Siphosaltovirinae, according to the phage morphology [127]. Nevertheless, this proposal

was based on the genomic analysis of 26 transposable phage isolates available at the

time. The set of putative transposable phages exceeds the number and genomic diversity

described by Hulo et al. Therefore, I aimed to determine how these putative transposable

phages are related among themselves and to other dsDNA phages.

The repertoire of putative transposable phages comprised 765 species and 440 genera,

based on 95% and 70% ANI, respectively. Nevertheless, these thresholds are proposed

to be used on unclassified genomic isolates [53]. As shown in the previous section, not

all putative transposable phages are complete genomes, which might affect their cluster-
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ing by ANI [20]. To reduce the clustering variability expected from incomplete metage-

nomic assemblies, I calculated the similarity between genomes using the average amino

acid identity of the proteins associated with the marker-ViPhOGs (markers-AAI) (Ta-

ble 3.1). Markers-AAI is a more conservative measure than ANI, meaning that it might

sub-estimate the actual number of genera but will not overestimate it. Using a 90%

markers-AAI similarity threshold, the 1,002 transposable phages’ genomes formed 423

clusters; fewer clusters than the number of genera obtained by the use of genomic identity

(Figure 3.1). Next, from each of the 423 clusters, I selected a representative genome.

Representative genomes are those with a minimal geometric distance to the mean genome

length and mean gene density of the 60 transposable phages stored at NCBI. I further

analyzed this set of representatives to understand the genomic diversity of all transposable

phages.

Figure 3.1: Clustering of putative transposable phages Number of clusters of puta-

tive transposable phages (PTP) using different thresholds for ANI or markers-AAI

To understand how transposable phages relate to dsDNA phages, I compared the

representative genomes against each other and against 306 randomly chosen, and family-

assigned dsDNA viruses. For that, I used GRAViTy, which combines gene homology
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Genomic Feature (Function) ViPhOG (id) Count

16138 51
Major head (Capsid protein)

17114 8

16105 51
Protease (I) (Capsid maturation)

17112 9

25407 4

16136 30Mor (Transcriptional regulator)

17088 23

Adapter (Mu36) (Tail-capsid joining) 16107 58

GemA (Transcriptional regulator) 16129 58

virion morphogenesis (G) (Tail-capsid joining) 5603 59

16101 3

16102 31

17110 12

17111 4

minor head protein (F) (Capsid protein)

4939 9

Portal Genome packaging 4837 60

16139 34

17095 13transposase B (Replicative transposition)

25408 11

16144 35

17098 13transposase A (Replicative transposition)

25398 9

Table 3.1: Transposable phages’ marker-ViPhOGs. Prevalent proteins of transpos-

able phages, their functional description, the different orthologous groups that matched those

proteins, and their prevalence within the 60 NCBI transposable phages.
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and genomic organization to calculate the genomic similarity between two genomes [56,

136]. According to the dendrogram, transposable phages’ within-group similarity is higher

than most other phage families (Figure 3.2). Only four families grouped in the same

cluster with the transposable phage representatives: Casjensviridae,Mesyanzhinovviridae,

Peduoviridae, and Winoviridae. The families Casjensviridae and Mesyanzhinovviridae

were the most distant families, and none of their members encode for features related

to transposable phages. For their part, the Peduoviridae and Winoviridae families were

among transposable phage representatives, and their members include transposable and

non-transposable phages. Suggesting that transposable phages are polyphyletic and not

monophyletic.

Figure 3.2: Putative transposable phages within the dsDNA virus diversity.

Dendrogram of the composite generalized Jaccard (CGJ) distances among dsDNA phages (blue)

and putative transposable phages (red) using GRAViTy. Bootstrap support values higher than

70% are shown above branches.

To address the evolutionary relationships among transposable phages, I reconstructed

a maximum likelihood phylogeny based on their portal protein using RAxML [120]. The

phylogenetic tree depicted transposable phages in five major clades, each including at

least one NCBI isolate (Figure 3.3). Additionally, I showed, using the phylogenetic recon-

struction, that phages with “Myo” and “Sipho” morphologies are present in each of the

clades, meaning that transposable phages should not be divided into Myosaltovirinae and

Siphosaltovirinae. Clade 1 includes several well-described transposable phages, such as

Mu phage which infects E. coli and other Enterobacteria, Haemophilus SuMu phage, and

several mu-like phages infecting Pseudomonas (e.g. MP22, DMS3, JBD24, and JBD88a).

In Clade 2, I found phages infecting several Rhodobacterales, like Pelagibacter, Thiobaci-

monas, Rodvoulum, and Rhodobacter. Also, Vibrio phage 12B12 fell in this clade. In

clade 3, the only isolate was Mushu. Mushu is the only transposable phage isolated
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from a gram-positive bacterium (Faecalibacterium prausnitzii), and the only transpos-

able phage isolated from feces [131]. In the tree, Mushu appears accompanied by other

65 transposable phage representatives, its closest relatives are predicted to infect other

Firmicutes, e.g. members of the species Intestinimonas, Roseburia, and Eubacterium.

Nonetheless, representatives infecting species from another phylum, e.g. Thermus, were

also found in this clade. Finally, clade 4 includes Pseudomonas phages B3 and JBD67,

Rizhobium phage RR1-B, and Rhodobacter phage RcapMuZZ4; while clade 5 includes

phiE255 and KS10, both infecting members of Burkholderia.

Based on the genomic and phylogenetic analyses I presented here, I would like to

suggest that transposable phages are a polyphyletic group of tailed phages, they should

not be grouped in a single taxon, and certainly not grouped based on their morphology.

Since transposable phages are an extremely diverse group, additional analyses of each

major clade should be performed, to better define the taxonomy of this group.

3.2.3 Mushu is not alone. A whole family of Mushu-like phages

is delimited from viral metagenomic assemblies

The transposable phages expert Arian Toussaint predict almost a decade ago that

transposable phages inhabit the human gut microbiome [89]. However, only one isolate

of a transposable phage from feces is found in public databases: Mushu phage (ACC:

NC 047913.1). Mushu was identified as a prophage in the genome of a Faecalibacterium

prausnitzii bacterium isolated from feces. It was isolated and sequenced, and the variable

bacterial sequences on each side of the genome confirmed its capacity for replicative

transposition, ensuring the designation of Mushu as a transposable phage [131]. The

results I present here show that transposable phages are a polyphyletic, diverse, and

ubiquitous group of phages. Transposable phages from the human gut include each of the

five major clades of transposable phages. In particular, major clade 3 is dominated by

assemblies from human gut samples and Mushu is the only isolate present in this clade.

Here, I aim to delineate a Family for Mushu-like phages, and to dig into the functional

capabilities of this kind of transposable phage inhabiting the human gut.
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Figure 3.3: Phylogenetic reconstruction of putative transposable phages Maxi-

mum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the portal protein of putative transposable phages. Branches

of representatives of the 60 NCBI transposable phages are shown in color yellow or red accord-

ing to their morphology. Myovirus morphology or siphovirus morphology, respectively. Circles

indicate bootstrap values above 70%. Scale: Average substitutions per site.

According to the latest ICTV guidelines, the taxonomy of complete sequenced isolates

can be inferred -up to genus- based on genomic distances. Since the genomes presented

here are products of metagenomic assemblies, designating a Family for Mushu required

not only identifying a set of genomes similar to Mushu but dealing with any factor that
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might interfere with the sequence identity calculation, i.e. flanking regions that belong

to the host, sense of the assembly, and incompleteness. Using Clinker [137], I visually

compared Mushu’s to 95 “Mushu-like” metagenomic assemblies that presented a markers-

AAI of at least 60%. In total, 34 assemblies were reversed, 45 assemblies were cut at the

beginning or the end to remove their flanking regions, and 72 assemblies were confirmed

to be complete (genome length 90% Mushu’s length) (Figura 3.4).

Figure 3.4: Representation of Mushu-like metagenomic assemblies Clinker com-

parison of Mushu and 10 Mushu-like metagenomic assemblies before (left) and after (right)

manual curation. This shows how metagenomic assemblies can be incomplete (top tree), in

counter-sense with the reference, or include flanking regions (4th, 7th, and 9th assemblies from

top to down). Arrows are scaled proteins. Colored arrows represent homologous proteins con-

nected by adjacent lines that reflect their identity percentage. Grey arrows are proteins with no

homologs.

After calculating ANI among the set of complete genomes, it was clear that the set of

Mushu-like genomes can be arranged in 9 genera and 34 species. However, it was unclear

whether all genera constitute a single family, as they were arranged in 3 different clusters

(Table 3.2). Interestingly, while some clusters showed no nucleotide similarity among each

other, all genomes were at least 62.65% identical according to AAI (Figura 3.5). The mean

length of Mushu-like genomes was 35, 707bp ± 982, and their mean number of proteins
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Cluster Genus (id) Genomes (#)

A

1 4

2 1

3 38

4 2

5 1

B

6 8

7 16

8 1

C 9 1

Table 3.2: Organization of the Mushu-like genomes. Clusters, genera, and number

of genomes in each genus of the Mushu-like family according to ANI.

per genome was 50.49 ± 2.04. Given the low number of genomes in most of the genera,

I only tested the difference in the mean number of proteins, length, and GC percentage

between genera 3, 6, and 7. I only detected a significant difference in the GC% of genera

3 and 6 (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 0.0005), and genera 3 and 7 (Mann-Whitney U test,

p = 0.004) (Figura 3.6).

Figure 3.5: ANI and AAI comparisons of the Mushu-like family. Heatmaps of

ANI (left) and AAI (right) between Mushu-like genomes. Both heatmaps are sorted according

to the hierarchical clustering of the genomes based on ANI (left dendrogram), as shown in the

dendrogram. In the dendrogram, each colored group is a genus.
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Figure 3.6: Proteins, length, and GC percentage of the Mushu-like family. Box

plots showing the number of proteins, length, and GC percentage for each of the genus in the

Mushu-like family. ”*” indicates significative difference (p < 0.05)

According to the ICTV, at least 10% of the average number of genes in a family

must be orthologs present in all members. To address this, I used PPanGGOLiN to

characterize the super-pangenome of Mushu-like phages [138]. The core genome included

14 orthologs: 5 structural proteins, 3 proteins involved in the genome packaging, 2 in the

virion assembly, 1 in the genome replication, 1 in evading the host defense system, and

1 hypothetical protein (Table 3.3). Since 14 orthologs correspond to 25% of the average

number of genes, Mushu-like phages satisfied all the conditions to make a family proposal

to the ICTV committee.

In addition to detecting the core genome, PPanGGOLiN splits the family’s super-

pangenome into three partitions: persistent, shell, and cloud. In total, the super-pangenome

included 3,635 genes. The persistent partition contained 1,420 genes grouped in 20 or-

thologs; the shell partition, 367 genes grouped in 9 orthologs; and the cloud partition,

1,848 genes grouped in 1,775 orthologs. To understand the functional diversity within

the Mushu-like family, I mapped the genes in each partition to the database of clusters

of orthologous groups (COG) [139, 140]. Given that most of the genes were either not

present in the COG database (35.85%), or assigned to the categories S (Function Un-

known; 29.49%) or X (Mobilome: prophages and transposons; 7.95%), I re-evaluated the

category assignation to describe the viral process in which the gene is involved based on

the consensus annotation and following the bacterial virus ontology [141]. For example,

the portal protein was assigned to the COG category S. Nevertheless, I have used it as a

phylogenetic marker because it is a conserved protein involved in genome packaging. Ac-

cordingly, I re-evaluated the category assigned to the portal protein from “S” to the viral

category “virus release from host cell” (vO), which includes the process of viral genome
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ViPhOG Marker-ViPhOG Protein Description

16144 Yes Transposase A Viral replication

16124 Yes Gam (Host nuclease inhibitor) Host-Virus Interaction

16138 Yes Major head subunit Virion component

16155 No Terminase large subunit Virus release

16157 No Hypothetical protein NA

5603 Yes Virion morphogenesis Virus release

4837 Yes Portal Virus release

17088 Yes Mor transcription activator -

16105 Yes Protease (I) Virus release

4594 No Baseplate methyltransferase Virion component

4711 No Tail tape measure protein Virus release

17108 No Terminase small subunit Virus release

16107 Yes Adapter (Mu36) Virion component

6081 No Baseplate J Virion component

Table 3.3: Core genome of the Mushu-like family. Orthologous groups found in the

72 complete genomes of the Mushu-like family, the protein associated with each of them, and the

process in which the protein is involved according to the viral ontology. The column ”Marker-

ViPhOG” indicates if the orthologous group is a marker-ViPhOG of transposable phages.

packaging. By assigning functional categories according to the virus ontology, I reduced

the number of genes assigned to the COG categories S, L, M, and X. In total, 100% of

the genes in category X and 80.5% of the genes in category S were re-assigned. Unfor-

tunately, almost all genes that were not present in the COG database also didn’t have

an annotation with PFAM or ViPhOGs databases, meaning that 1,296 genes (35.84%) of

Mushu-like super-pangenome are orphan genes (Figure 3.7). The abundance of the func-

tional categories in each partition showed that viral components/structural genes (vS),

genes involved in the virus release from the host cell/lysis (vO), and genes involved in viral

replication (vR or L) were found exclusively in the persistent partition, while genes related

to the entry into the host (vI), and host-virus interaction (vHVI) were also found in the

cloud partition. Categories M (cell wall/membrane) and G (carbohydrate metabolism),

which include genes that might be associated with the entry into the host cell, were also

found in the cloud partition (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7: Functional categories in the Mushu-like genomes Alluvial plot showing

how COG categories were re-assigned to categories created based on the viral ontology proposed

by Hulo and collaborators [141]. Each letter represents a COG functional category as follows:

S: Unknown function; L: Replication, recombination, and repair; X: Mobilom: prophages and

transposons; M: Cell wall/membrane biogenesis; K: Transcription; G: Carbohydrate production

and metabolism; E: Amino acid transport and metabolism; V: Defense mechanisms. Groups

of letters starting with ”v” are the viral categories I created based on the viral ontology; vS:

Virion Component; vI: Virus entry into the host; vO: Virus release from host cell; vR: Viral

replication; vHVI: host-virus interaction
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Figure 3.8: Functional annotation of the Mushu-like family Heatmap showing the

relative abundance of the functional categories in each of the super-pangenome partitions and

the flanking regions
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Figure 3.9: Functional annotation of the flanking regions of Mushu-like phages.

Barplot showing the number of genes annotated from the flanking regions. Each color represents

the indicated functional category.

Finally, to identify which genes are (potentially) transferred by the Mushu-like family

in the human gut, I analyzed the functional profile of the flanking regions. Similarly

to the cloud partition, flanking regions were dominated by unannotated genes but to a

lesser extent. Additionally, a wide diversity of genes related to cellular signaling, cellu-

lar metabolism, and information processing might be subject to horizontal gene transfer

(Figure 3.8). Among annotated genes, genes related to transcription regulation and repli-

cation corresponded to 35% of all annotated genes. Regarding genes involved in cellular

signaling, categories M (Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis) and T (Signal trans-

duction mechanisms) account for more than half of the genes. Categories C (Energy
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production and conversion) and E (amino acid metabolism) are the ones that cover more

than half of the genes related to metabolism (Figure 3.9). This wide functional spectrum

of the flanking regions might reflect the random insertion of transposable phages in their

hosts and supports their ability of generalized transduction.

Using comparative genomics, I presented a family of phages that include Mushu, the

only transposable phage isolated from fecal samples. In addition, I characterized the fam-

ily’s super-pangenome and exploited the annotation of the flanking regions to expose genes

susceptible to horizontal gene transfer. Whether these genes are beneficial or detrimental

to their hosts cannot be answered with these data. Overall, this work is an example of

how to integrate metagenomic assemblies into the ICTV taxonomy, encourages the use of

the bacterial virus ontology for the functional characterization of viral genomes, and con-

stitutes the first step into the taxonomical and functional characterization of transposable

phages of the human gut.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 The use of ViPhOGs and remote homologous search en-

hance the analysis of viral sequences

Here, I presented how from the identification of transposable phages stored in NCBI

I was able to identify more than a thousand new instances of transposable phages in

databases of metagenomic assemblies. The re-annotation of complete genomes of trans-

posable phages led to the confirmation of features that have been known to be char-

acteristic in transposable phages, these are their genome organization, and a set of 10

prevalent proteins (portal protein, virion morphogenesis protein, GemA, adapter protein,

transposase A, transposase B, minor head protein, major head protein, protease, and

Mor protein) [130, 127, 133]. Furthermore, the re-annotation of all proteins of the stored

transposable phages led to the identification of one or several orthologous groups match-

ing the prevalent genes. Notably, only the portal, virion morphogenesis, adapter proteins

(all three involved in head formation and DNA packaging), and the gemA protein (an

early regulatory protein) were associated with a single orthologous group, while the other

six prevalent proteins were associated to multiple orthologs. This finding supports the

fact that transposases are conserved only within transposable phages’ groups, e.g B3-like

and Mu-like transposable phages possess different transposases [133], and highlights the

mosaic nature of phages, i.e phages can be described as modular entities able to share and

shuffle their functional modules as long as the purpose of the shared module is fulfilled
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[142].

Based on the prevalence of the characteristic proteins I designated their associated

orthologous groups as markers. Thus, rather than using directly each signature gene to

identify transposable phages from metagenomic assemblies by sequence comparison, I was

able to perform a remote homologous search based on protein profiles. Remote homolo-

gous searches improve homology detection since it includes more information compared

to pairwise methods [143, 144]. As expected, thanks to the remote homologous searches,

I was able to identify 30 times more putative transposable than transposable phages’

complete genomes stored in NCBI databases; 60 vs 1,002, respectively. Finding different

marker orthologues for the characteristic functions of transposable phages, and using them

in remote homologous searches tackle three intrinsic characteristics of viruses that have

limited our capabilities to characterize viral metagenomic assemblies. First, viruses lack

a universal gene that can be used as the basis for their classification [49]. Instead, marker

genes for specific groups of phages have been used to describe their diversity, like for Mi-

croviridae [145, 100]. In this case, I presented a set of marker-ViPhOGs, none of them is a

marker on their own, and together they represent a wide diversity of transposable phages.

Second, the high rate of evolutionary change in viruses [11]. As mentioned before, remote

homologous searches have been shown to be more sensitive than pair-wise comparisons to

detect sequences originating from more distant relatives [143, 67, 144], overcoming this

limitation. Lastly, the third limitation is that viruses are mosaic and modular, which

might affect a genomic analysis since the sequences of a functional module differ among

members [16, 17]. In this case, complementing the annotation of viral proteins with or-

thology information led to the recognition of the different functional modules accessible

to the phages.

In summary, by using orthologs groups and remote homologous searches to explore

metagenomic assemblies, I was able to vastly expand the diversity of transposable phages,

providing a tangible set of genomes that represents their predicted thriving diversity

and widespread nature. Furthermore, I provide a methodology that when applied to

other groups of viruses, as it was used here for transposable phages, might facilitate the

identification and classification of the viral dark matter that is continuously sequenced

from metagenomic studies.
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3.3.2 The vast diversity of transposable phages exposed from

metagenomic assemblies reveals their polyphyletic origin

Addressing the diversity of viruses and elucidating the relationships between them

has been a challenging task. Viruses lack a universal gene marker, have multiple origins

[146], and are modular and mosaic [16, 17]. Until recently, virus classification was based

on a phenotype-based characterization, however, the study of viral metagenomes revealed

that this traditional classification does not reflect the intricate evolutionary relationships

among viruses [48, 49, 50]. Recently, the organization of the virosphere was elucidated

using protein domains encoded by viral hallmark genes [52]. This promoted the creation

of a novel multi-rank taxonomy framework of viruses, which allows the delineation of

novel taxa from sequence data and phylogenomics [51, 147]. In this chapter, I applied

comparative genomics and phylogenetics to evaluate the relationships between hundreds

of transposable phage representatives, in addition to their relationship to other bacte-

rial and archaeal dsDNA viruses. The results support that transposable phages are not

monophyletic and should be grouped in more than one taxonomic family.

The work of Hulo and collaborators [127], which defined the Saltoviridae family, is also

based on comparative genomics of transposable phages and includes a comparison against

other 450 phages. Nevertheless, the 26 genomes used in their study correspond to 25

species compared to (at least) 423 species that represent all putative transposable phages

identified in IMG/VR and GPD. Furthermore, I found that 16 of 26 genomes belong to

clade 1 of the phylogenetic tree of all putative transposable phage representatives. Thus,

it appears that the low diversity of transposable phages available at the time was hiding

their polyphyletic nature.

The comparison of transposable phages against other dsDNA phages revealed that

some transposable phages grouped with the Peduoviridae and Winoviridae families. The

Peduoviridae family was recently defined to elevate the subfamily Peduovirinae after the

abolishment of the Caudovirales order and its families. Phages of the Peduoviridae family

are in fact myoviruses related to enterobacteria phage P2, hence the family name. Since

long ago, it is known that Mu phage is almost morphologically identical to P2 [148]. Even,

some members, such as Aresaunavirus (e.g. NC 049432), Arsyunavirus (e.g. NC 025115),

and Baylovirus (e.g. NC 047750, NC 028898), code for transposases. Nevertheless, the

evolutionary relationship between Peduoviridae and Mu-like phages is still not clear. The

Winoviridae family was recently defined after the isolation of viruses of Flavobacteriia

[149]. It includes two genera: Pippivirus and Peternellavirus. Only members of the

genera Paternellavirus but no members of Pippivirus show genomic features related to

transposable phages. Based on this observation, three conclusions arise: First, since
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phages of the Winoviridae family are not exclusively transposable, transposable phages

are not a monophyletic group. Second, it is evident that a single family does not allow

accurate classification of transposable phages. Third, it is expected to find other genomes

related to transposable phages but without replicative transposition capacity. If found,

their characterization and identification would help to understand the intricate network

that underlies the diversity and evolutionary history of transposable phages.

Metagenomic studies have revealed the presence of a humongous variety of viruses

in diverse environments [150]. This is changing our perspective on viruses and their

impact. A better organization of this viral diversity might lead us to understand the

origins and the forces that shape it. With this work, I have contributed to describing

the relationships of transposable phages within the dsDNA phages, providing evidence of

their polyphyletic origin. The description and delimitation of other families within the

diversity of transposable phages will be important to understand their origins.

3.3.3 Metagenomic assemblies related to viral isolates can be

integrated into the ICTV taxonomy framework

The number and diversity of viral sequences identified using viral metagenomics has

exceeded by far the number and diversity of experimentally characterized viruses. The

challenge has been to classify and incorporate this unprecedented diversity into the viral

taxonomy [49]. To achieve this goal, the field has advanced on two fronts over the last

five years. First, the criteria to ensure the quality and completeness of viral metagenomic

assemblies were defined [20]. Importantly, tools to facilitate the criteria assessment have

been developed [151, 152]. On the second front, given that the taxonomy was limited

to cultured viruses and didn’t reflect the true extent of the viral genomic diversity, the

scientific community and the ICTV have collaborated to create a new virus taxonomic

framework. The new framework delineates new ranks to accommodate the viral diversity,

passing from a five-rank system to a fifteen-rank that better reflects a Linnaean taxon-

omy system [51]. Additionally, the bacterial and archaeal arm of the ICTV agreed on

a genomic threshold for species (95%) and genus (70%) demarcation of coding complete

genomes [53]. Given that related phages have similar lengths and proteins number [152],

I used Mushu’s coding complete sequence to delineate the Mushu-like family among the

expanded diversity of transposable phages; setting an example of how the last advances

in viral classification allow integrating complete metagenomic assemblies into the ICTV

taxonomy.

The demarcation of genomic identity thresholds to define the lowest taxonomic groups
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for phages is a game changer in viral ecology. It not only allows viruses to be named, but it

will also facilitate the creation of higher taxonomic groupings and improve the catalog that

enables the description of the viral diversity [153]. Although these taxonomic definitions

are useful and will kickstart viral cataloging, the species and genus demarcation rules will

probably change. Large pairwise differences in ANI are common in viruses. For example,

in eukaryotic viruses, the demarcation of low taxonomic levels remains variable due to the

difference in evolutionary rates, genome architectures, and replication strategies observed

within some families [147]. In the case of the Mushu-like family, the nucleotide divergence

within the group of phages was so high that some genomes didn’t present similarities

using Blast. Nonetheless, the AAI shows that all genomes are at least 65% similar.

Interestingly, the clustering patterns of ANI and AAI are different. AAI shows genera

7 and 8 being more similar to genus 3, while ANI split genus 3 from genera 7 and 8.

Maybe in the future, it will be needed to move towards a core-genome-based phylogeny.

Protein-based methods have been shown to be robust enough even for viruses with highly

divergent genomes and despite viruses’ high mosaicism [56, 58]. Meanwhile, following the

current ICTV guidelines, the Mushu-like family is the first family of human gut-inhabiting

transposable phages to be defined. So far, it includes 72 genomes grouped into 34 species

and 4 genera.

Family demarcation criteria requires that all family members share a significant num-

ber of orthologous genes [53]. I decided to evaluate not only the number of shared orthologs

but to characterize the pangenome, or better, the super-pangenome of the Mushu-like fam-

ily. A pangenome is defined as the entire set of genes present in a group of representative

genomes from the same species. Khan et al have coined the term “super-pangenome”

to address the need to develop a pangenome of pangenomes from different plant species

that reflects the real diversity of plants, including crop wild relatives [154]. Given that

high genomic divergence blurs taxa delimitation in viruses, I defined family as the taxa

of interest to characterize the super-pangenome. One of the main factors that affects

pangenome analysis is how the homology relationship between genes is defined [155].

Here, I used ViPhOGs as the unit for modeling the super-pangenome, i.e. two genes from

different genomes were shared if they code for a protein that belongs to the same ViPhOG.

Again, as a remote homology search is more sensitive than a pairwise comparison, my

use of ViPhOGs enabled the identification of a family core genome. This highlights how

ViPhOGs, or any other set of viral orthologs, are crucial to study the relationship among

viruses. Once the super-pangenome was modeled, two main outcomes arose from its char-

acterization. First, other members of the Major Clade 3 are expected to belong to the

Mushu-like family. In other ICTV defined families, the number of orthologs shared among
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all family members is approximately 10% of the average number of genes per genome [53].

In this case, the core genome comprises 14 orthologs, while the average number of genes

per genome is 50. Therefore, other genomes in the major clade 3, more distant from

Mushu, are expected to be part of the family. Second, the cloud partition of the super-

pangenome revealed that those genes that change from member to member are involved

in the phage entrance into the host cell and other phage-host interactions. Regarding

their host, phages are species-specific or even strain-specific [156]. Phage’s entrance into

the host cell is dependent on the recognition between the phage’s receptor binding pro-

tein and a host’s receptor, e.g. outer membrane proteins, lipopolysaccharide receptors, or

receptors located in capsule, pili, or flagella [157, 156]. The proposed Mushu-like family

encompasses 72 transposable phage species, predicted host includes several members of

the phylum Firmicutes, such as Intestinimonas, Eubacterium, and Roseburia. Given this

diversity of phages and hosts, genes involved in those functional categories were expected

to differ among family members.

One of the most interesting capabilities of transposable phages is that they are capable

of generalized and specialized transduction [126]. In general, horizontal gene transfer has

been considered essential for the evolution of prokaryotes given that its rate is compara-

ble to the point mutation’s rate, and surpasses the gene duplication rate [158]. There is

extensive evidence of horizontal gene transfer in the human gut [159]. Nevertheless, it has

been difficult to determine how much of the horizontal gene transfer is driven via trans-

duction. Historically, conjugation and transformation were considered the major contrib-

utors to horizontal gene transfer. Indeed, the role of transduction may be underestimated.

Metagenomics has uncovered that phages are the most abundant biological entities on the

planet, and prophages have emerged as the major source of variation between bacterial

strains [45]. The set of transposable phages revealed here from metagenomic datasets will

be a valuable asset for determining what is the role and impact of transposable phages

in horizontal gene transfer. The flanking regions of Mushu-like genomes included hun-

dreds of genes involved in all types of metabolic and cellular processes. Genes related to

transport and metabolism, for example, might improve bacterial growth by increasing the

nutritional base or by allowing access to strong competed resources [160]. Like phages in

the Mushu-like family, transposable phages in the other major clades can be characterized

functionally and taxonomically based on a reference isolate. By defining more families,

genera, and species it will be easier to compare and identify features of interest among

different taxonomic groups. For example, it will be possible to ascertain which kinds of

genes are potentially moved by transposable phages of different taxonomic groups, and if

those genes are associated with the particular niche of their hosts within the human gut.
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With this work, I participate and contribute to charting the structure of the virosphere.

In particular, it defines and describes the first family of transposable phages from the

human gut. Additionally, it lays the groundwork and provides references that will guide

the experimental setup leading to the isolation of phage-host pairs required to assess their

role and significance in microbiomes.

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Search of transposable phages at NCBI

I used the genome of Mushu phage (Accession: MG711460.1) as a query in a tblastx-

web-search https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ against all bacterial viruses included in

the nucleotide collection of the NCBI (Word size: 3; Expect value: 2X10−5; Gap Costs:

11,1; Matrix: BLOSUM62; Low Complexity Filter: Yes; Filter string: L; Genetic Code:

1; Window Size: 40; Threshold: 13. Database: nucleotide collection (nr/nt). Organism:

Bacterial virus -taxid:28883-). In addition, genomes previously described by Hulo and col-

laborators [127] were added to the set of genomes retrieved by BLAST. To dereplicate the

set of genomes I used the VIRIDIC web-service (http://rhea.icbm.uni-oldenburg.

de/VIRIDIC/) [161]. As a representative of each species, I chose RefSeq accessions over

Genbank accessions. If all entries of a species were Genbank accessions, I chose the longest

genome as its representative. All species representatives’ genomes were annotated (see

section 3.4.2), and manually inspected to retain only genomes that encoded for the con-

served features of transposable phages. According to Hulo and her collaborators, these

are transposase A; transposase B; portal protein; minor head protein; virion morphogen-

esis protein; Adapter/neck protein; and GemA [127]. All ViPhOGs associated with those

genomic features, or that were present in at least 50 out of 60 selected genomes were

denominated as transposable phage marker-ViPhOGs. In total, 22 ViPhOGs associated

to 10 genomic features (see table 3.1) were used as marker-ViPhOGs in further analysis.

3.4.2 Genome annotation

I annotated the coding sequences of each genome/metagenomic assembly using EggnOG

mapper [132] and ViPhOGs [8]. From EggnOG mapper, I kept the annotations from COG

and PFAM. To get the ViPhOG associated with each protein, I queried all HMM-ViPhOG-

profiles against all predicted proteins of each genome using hmmsearch [118]. I chose the

best hit among all matching ViPhOGs with an e-value below 1X10−5. After having the

EggnOG and ViPhOG annotation for each coding sequence, I manually set a consensus
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annotation for all proteins matching the same ViPhOG. In addition to coding sequences, I

annotate tRNAs, tandem repeats, and inverted repeats (using ARAGORN [162], tandem

repeats finder [163], and inverted repeat features [164], respectively). All the annota-

tions were added to the genebank files following the ”DDBJ/ENA/GenBank feature ta-

ble definition” https://www.insdc.org/submitting-standards/feature-table/ us-

ing Biopython [165].

3.4.3 Screaning of databases of metagenomic assemblies

I searched for transposable phages in two databases of UViGs, IMG/VR [134] and GPD

[39]. In both cases, I used the set of transposable phages marker-ViPhOGs as a query

of an hmmsearch against all predicted proteins of all UViGs stored in the database. For

each protein, the marker-ViPhOG with the smallest e-value (if any) was associated with

the protein (max. e-value: 1X10−5). Then, I built a presence/absence marker-ViPhOGs

per genome matrix. Next, I grouped the marker-ViPhOGs by their associated genomic

feature and kept those genomes that code for at least 6 features. One of them must be the

portal protein -which I observed was associated with a single marker-ViPhOG in all 60

transposable phage genomes found on NCBI-. In total, 1,575 UViGs from IMG/VR and

422 UViGs from GPD satisfied the aforementioned criteria. These UViGs were combined

with the 60 NCBI transposable phages and dereplicated at the species level (95% ANI)

using a self-made Python script -since VIRIDIC’s web server does not support thousands

of genomes-. Then, I did gene calling for all transposable phage candidates using Mul-

tiphate [135] and re-annotated their genomes as it was done for the NCBI genomes (see

section 3.4.2). After re-annotation, I built again a presence/absence marker-ViPhOGs

per genome matrix and grouped the marker-ViPhOGs by their associated genomic fea-

ture. This time, I kept those UViGs that code for at least 8 transposable phages’ genomic

features. The 1,002 genomes that passed the threshold were denominated putative trans-

posable phages.

3.4.4 Descriptive statistics

All the data regarding genomes length, number of proteins, and gene density was

obtained using Biopython [165], analyzed using pandas [166, 167] and scipy [168], and

plotted using seaborn [169] and matplotlib [170].
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3.4.5 Markers-AAI clustering

I defined arkers-AAI between the genomes A and B as the follows:

∑
AI(ami, bmi) ∗ 2
|A|+ |B|

Where AI(ami, bmi) is the amino acid identity between the proteins associated with the

marker-ViPhOGs shared by the genomes A and B, |A| is the number of marker-ViPhOGs

in the genome A, and |B| the number of marker-ViPhOGs in the genome B. I calculated

the markers-AAI between all putative transposable phages. Then, I used single-linkage

to cluster all putative transposable phages according to their markers-AAI distance. For

each cluster formed using a distance threshold of 10%, I picked the genome with the

least geometric distance to the mean genome length and mean gene density of the 60

transposable phages stored at NCBI as the representative genome of the cluster.

3.4.6 Comparison of putative transposable phages against the

known diversity of dsDNA phages

The ICTV chooses an exemplar virus for each well-characterized virus species and

collects all the information in the ”Virus Metadata Resource” (VMR) https://ictv.

global/vmr. I downloaded the VMR VMR 19-250422 MSL37.txt and keep only those

entries of dsDNA bacterial and archeal viruses with a complete genome. From that subset

of the VMR, I kept (at most) 10 random species’ genomes per ICTV-defined family, for a

total of 306 genomes from 70 different families. Then, I computed the sequence relatedness

between the ICTV-defined families representatives and the putative transposable phages

representatives using GRAViTy [56]. To assess the uncertainty of the observed sequence

relatedness, I set to 100 the number of bootstraps.

3.4.7 Phylogenetic reconstruction

The portal protein of each putative transposable phage representative (proteins match-

ing the ViPhOG 4837) were retrieved and aligned using MUSCLE v.3.8.31 [116]. Sites

with at least 30% of gaps were removed using UGENE v.1.31.0 [117]. The best evolu-

tionary model was obtained with modeltest-ng [171]. Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic

analysis was done using RAxML v.8.2.4 [120]. Support values for nodes in the tree were

obtained by bootstrap with 100 pseudoreplicates. The tree with supports was visualized

and edited using iTOL [172]. The mentioned clades were visually selected based on the

topology of the tree.
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3.4.8 Mushu-like family delineation

All putative transposable phages having a markers-AAI distance below 40% to Mushu’s

genome were analyzed to delineate the Mushu-like family. First, I delimitated the begin-

ning, end, and sense of all family candidates by comparing visually their genomes against

Mushu’s genome using Clinker [137]. Then, I processed with Python the JSON files gen-

erated by Clinker to retrieve the beginning and end coordinates of each genome. Only

genomes with a length higher than 90% Mushus’s genome length were further analyzed. I

calculated ANI using the self-made python script used in section 3.4.3, and calculated AAI

using the stand-alone AAI calculator from Kostas lab http://enve-omics.ce.gatech.

edu/aai/. All candidates were hierarchically clustered based on their Euclidean distance

using ”complete linkage”. Genera and species in the set of candidates were defined fol-

lowing the thresholds suggested by the ICTV guidelines (95% and 70%, respectively)

[53].

The pangenome of all candidates was calculated with PPanGGOLiN [138]. To use

the genome annotations I generated before, I parsed the GenBank files to GFF with

Biopython. Also, I provided the gene to ViPhOG information to PPanGGOLiN to use

ViPhOGs as gene clusters. The different gene clusters per partition were extracted from

the ”partitions” output folder and examined using Python. Finally, to provide a viral

context to the gene annotations -since COG annotations were not informative-, I down-

loaded the ”geneXannotation” output table and manually annotated each gene cluster to

associate the annotations of their genes with the viral gene ontology [141].
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Conclusions and outlook

Two decades of viral metagenomics have changed the perspective from which viruses

are observed, from mere pathogens to active builders of the web of life. Through viral

metagenomics, it has been clear that viruses interact with organisms from all divisions

of life and, together with microorganisms, they are present in all kinds of environments

around the globe [173, 174, 175]. During my doctorate, I dedicated myself to the descrip-

tion of the diversity of viruses in the human gut, an environment in which microbial life

performs essential functions but the viral players and their roles are not well understood.

First, I analyzed a dataset of viromes from monozygotic twins. Besides confirming that

the human gut virome is highly unique and presents a high person-to-person dissimilarity

[32, 36, 12], with this dataset, I was able to determine that the diversity of viruses corre-

lates with the diversity of bacteria in the human gut by excluding host genetic relatedness.

Additionally, I showed this pattern was driven by bacteriophages -which dominated the

viral diversity over eukaryotic viruses-. Furthermore, I found that the viral-bacteria diver-

sity mirroring pattern is generalizable. Meaning that, regardless of genetic relatedness,

individuals with more similar microbiomes harbor more similar viromes. As shown, I

have pushed forward our understanding of the microbial diversity of the human gut, by

verifying these expected but unproven ecological patterns. I deposited the sequencing

data of the viromes analyzed in chapter 2 in the European Nucleotide Archive under the

study accession number PRJEB29491.

Although viral metagenomics is robust enough to study general patterns of diversity

[9, 13], is the classification and characterization of UViGs that will allow us to improve our

understanding of viruses, their relationship with other biological entities, and their roles

in different ecosystems. In chapter 2, I presented two cases where I characterized UViGs

using orthologs’ profiles and remote homologous searches. Also, I exhibit how bacterial se-

quences -actually, genomes- are commonly found in human gut viromes. Thus, in chapter

3, I used orthologs to identify, compare, and describe putative transposable phages. As

result, I have not simply found transposable phages in public databases, I expanded their

diversity from 25 species [127] to at least 423 species -which represent 1,002 high-quality
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metagenomic assemblies-, confirmed the predictions that there are transposable phages

infecting members of Firmicutes [133], provide complete genome references of Firmicutes’

transposable phages, proposed the Mushu-like family (a family of transposable phages

inhabiting the human gut), and provided evidence on why transposable phages are not a

monophyletic group.

With this work, I have provided the scientific community not only with new data but

with new information to formulate or address new research questions. The main conclu-

sion of chapter 2 is that viral diversity mirrors bacterial diversity in the human gut. It is

expected that this pattern holds for other animmal guts dominated by bacteria. In such

cases, it would be interesting to investigate animals having a less diverse microbiome to

search for models to study the gut microbiome/virome assembly. In chapter 3, I provided

the community with a methodology and a set of marker-ViPhOGs to identify and charac-

terize thousands of transposable phages. The genomes that I identified here substantially

increase the fraction of characterized phages. Thus, if this methodology is applied sys-

tematically, it might contribute to describing the viral dark matter. Furthermore, these

reference genomes will be advantageous to guide culturomics studies [176]. Via guided cul-

turomics, it would be possible to isolate transposable phages and their hosts. If achieved,

based on the experience we (the scientific community) have using Mu-phage as a genetic

tool [177], isolates of transposable phages from Firmicutes might serve as tools for the

genetic engineering of Firmicutes inhabiting the human gut.
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Appendices

.1 Viromes sample information

Table including additional information pertaining to the 21 selected MZ twin pairs

(metadata), and counts of viromes reads and contigs per sample. https://docs.google.

com/spreadsheets/d/1uKp2d8nizPZSUV7dVaN2QhvZFqatvpGz/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=

112821969111568457201&rtpof=true&sd=true

.2 Transposable phages in NCBI

Table inncluding all information about the transposable phages identified in NCBI. It

includes all accession numbers, if the accession was inncluded in Hulo’s studty [127] (”in

Hulo” column), if the accession was included as reference in the set of putative transpos-

able phage representatives (”TP-representative), the clade to which each accession belongs

(”Clade” column), and other self-explained information. https://docs.google.com/

spreadsheets/d/1jr479TNEEh54ROVyaqsVA3XecLKmRIPO/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=112821969111568457201&

rtpof=true&sd=true

.3 Putative transposable phages

Table inncluding all information about the putative transposable phages identified

in NCBI, IMG/VR, and GPD. It includes all accession numbers, its origin database,

the quality of the assembly, and the predicted host (if any). https://docs.google.com/

spreadsheets/d/14wRryqe8Kp6lN_MJOf6vTt_pbOitaFc1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=112821969111568457201&

rtpof=true&sd=true
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